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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the Meeting of the Council held at
Knowle, Sidmouth, on Wednesday, 4 December 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Graham Godbeer
Christine Drew

(Chairman)
(Vice Chairman)

David Atkins
Ray Bloxham
Susie Bond
Roger Boote
Peter Bowden
Peter Burrows
Derek Button
Bob Buxton
Geoff Chamberlain
David Chapman
Maddy Chapman
Iain Chubb
Trevor Cope
David Cox
Deborah Custance Baker
Alan Dent
Paul Diviani
Vivien Duval Steer
Jill Elson
Martin Gammell
Roger Giles
Steve Hall
Peter Halse
Tony Howard
Hon Aldermen:
Mike Green
Ron Mudge

Douglas Hull
John Humphreys
Ben Ingham
John Jeffery
Stephanie Jones
Sheila Kerridge
Andrew Moulding
Frances Newth
John O’Leary
Helen Parr
Philip Skinner
Pauline Stott
Peter Sullivan
Brenda Taylor
Ian Thomas
Graham Troman
Phil Twiss
Chris Wale
Mark Williamson
Tim Wood
Eileen Wragg
Claire Wright
Tom Wright

David Scott
Dr Waterworth

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal & Democratic Services Manager
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager
Apologies

Councillors:
Mike Allen
Steve Gazzard
Pat Graham
Mike Howe
Stuart Hughes
David Key
Jim Knight
Geoff Pook
Ken Potter
Steve Wragg

Honorary Aldermen:
Vivienne Ash
Bernard Hughes
Ann Liverton
Graham Liverton
Bob Peachey
Margaret Rogers
Barry Willoughby
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The Chairman introduced Revd Jeremy White, former vicar of Uplyme and invited
him to say a prayer.
The meeting then started at 6.30 pm and ended 8.35 pm.
*44

Presentation – Rotary visit by EDDC’s Section 106 Officer
The Chairman brought this item forward on the agenda to avoid the Officer having
to stay until the end of the meeting.
Sulina Tallack, the Council’s Section 106 Officer had taken part in a Rotary
exchange trip to South Korea. The exchange team had engaged in vocational
visits to learn and exchange ideas and visit businesses and government
departments to explore local issues and initiatives. Sulina had used her
experience of major infrastructure projects as well as community involvement in
decision making and the delivery of social projects. Her engaging presentation
included fascinating photographs taken during the exchange and highlighted how
well the visit had been received and lessons learnt.

*45

Public question time
The Chairman welcomed members of the public to the meeting and invited their
questions.
Angie Hurran, Clerk to Broadclyst Parish Council emphasised that the basic
premise in planning for the future was to allow communities/villages to retain their
individuality/autonomy. She acknowledged the work and discussions that had
been carried out over the past 15 years in all of the parishes within the Growth
Point; this had been for the benefit of all. She said some residents with properties
to the north of Cranbrook would be disenfranchised if included within the proposed
Cranbrook parish. It would appear that the proposed Cranbrook boundary had
been recommended for ease of administration rather than community based
reasoning.
Councillor Lyn Askew, Chairman of Clyst Honiton Parish Council referred to the
importance of communities and the value of local co-operative effort. She said that
the proposed boundary for Cranbrook would disenfranchise members of the local
community. The four existing parishes within the Growth Point had worked closely
together and with dedication for the benefit of the whole area. They recognised the
need for the interim Forum arrangements for Cranbrook and the development of a
strong community. She said that if the ‘straight line’ boundary along the Rockbeare
Straight was adopted it would divide the existing community for no good reason.
Cllr David Mason, Chairman of Rockbeare Parish Council detailed the planning
processes and local decision making to preserve existing communities. He said
that virtually every map considered within the process had taken account of
properties along the Rockbeare Straight except the one included within the
Cabinet papers last week. He said that the consultation based on leaflet
distribution had been flawed. The final boundary should not split communities but
enable residents to continue to be part of the parish with which they currently
identified. The proposal did not reflect the boundaries within the Local Plan and
adopting the ‘straight line’ boundary would have unintended consequences for
residents and businesses.
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*45

Public question time (continued)
Councillor Peter Bowden, Broadclyst Ward Member, with permission from the
Chairman, read out a letter from Paul Parnell, Owner and Proprietor of the Jack in
the Green, Rockbeare who had been unable to attend the meeting due to work
commitments. Mr Parnell’s business would be within the Cranbrook parish if the
Cabinet’s proposed boundary was accepted. He wrote that his business had
already suffered from the impact of the Cranbrook construction works and
temporary changes to access arrangements over recent years. His business was
of benefit to the local community and contributed positively through employment
opportunities, serving the tourist industry and payment of business rates. He
believed that the proposed boundary for Cranbrook was ill considered and
indicated a lack of communication and consultation. The final decision should be
discussed further with businesses and local communities. He said that
neighbouring parishes had been promised that they would not be affected by
Cranbrook.
Honorary Alderman David Scott was concerned that car parking charges were too
high to sustain the local retail economy. He urged the Council to review car
parking charges urgently. He also asked for Council to throw out the suggestion
that Honorary Aldermen’s parking passes should be discontinued.
Keith Northover, Chair of the Knowle Residents Association referred to the
modified order for two footpaths through Knowle Grounds – he asked if the
Council’s arguments being used for the proposed office relocation were equally
flawed.
In response, the Chief Executive referred to the two stage process in respect of
the footpath orders; the appeal had resulted in Devon County Council being
required to make an order which would be subject to possible objection by the
relevant landowner.
Jessica Bailey asked for confirmation on the publishing of pre-application advice.
In response, the Chief Executive advised that the Council had been waiting for a
decision on this issue from the Information Commission. The decision notice had
endorsed the Council’s approach and pre-application advice could now be
published after an application had been submitted.
Jacqueline Green referred to a letter from Councillor Twiss which had been printed
in the 29.11.13 edition of the Sidmouth Herald. She said that this insulted and
showed disrespect to Independent Councillors. She asked the Chairman if he
would disassociate himself from the content of the letter.
In response, the Chief Executive advised that the Council’s Monitoring Officer had
received a Code of Conduct complaint in respect of the letter and so it was
inappropriate to comment at this stage.

*46

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Council held on 23 October 2013 were
confirmed and signed as a true record.
Councillor Giles questioned why the emailed copy of the Chairman’s response to
Mr Thurlow (Minute 30 refers) had been
4 sent to Councillors marked ‘protect’.
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*47

Declarations of interest
Councillor/
Officer

Minute
number

Type of
interest

Nature of interest

Councillor Ray
Bloxham

51(a)

Personal

Resident of Cranbrook

Personal

Association with the British Legion
and/or military/national security

Councillors Alan
52
Dent, Trevor
Cope, Tony
Howard, Douglas
Hull, Pauline Stott
and Peter
Sullivan
*48

Chairman/Leader notices/announcements
The Chairman invited Councillors and guests to join him for cake and a glass of
wine in the Members’ Area after the meeting to celebrate the festive season.
The Chairman said that he would send a card to Councillor Ken Potter on behalf of
the Council with very best wishes for his speedy recovery.

*49

Questions (Procedure Rules 9.2 and 9.5)
No questions had been submitted.

*50

Presentation – Open for Business
The Chairman brought this presentation forward to avoid EDDC Officers having to
wait until the end of the meeting.
The Portfolio Holder – Corporate Services introduced this presentation on the
Council’s Open for Business initiative. The Council was driving this project forward
to make it easier for users to access Council services and carry out transactions
electronically.
Francesco Ferrari (EDDC Systems Analyst) and James De Leiburne (EDDC
Senior Graphic Designer) advised that the key principle behind the digital service
initiative was to start with the needs of customer and then design processes to
match diverse user behaviour and their preferences and expectations based on
evidence and monitoring. The design would help to make the on-line processes
simple, consistent and easily accessible from a range of electronic devices. The
design was based on the Government Digital Service principles. Processes would
be monitored and changes made to achieve on-going improvements. On-line
business arrangements would run alongside the Council’s existing traditional
communication links.
The Officers were thanked for their positive and clear presentation.
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*51

Minutes of Cabinet and Committees
RESOLVED

(1)

(2)

that the under-mentioned minutes be received and the
recommendations approved
Cabinet
Minutes 90-111, 112-138
Development Management Minutes 34-38
Planning Inspections
Minutes 11-13
Audit and Governance
Minutes 19-29
Licensing & Enforcement
Minutes 8-11
Licensing & Enforcement
Minutes 26-27, 28-29
Sub
that the under-mentioned minutes be received.
The Cabinet (minutes 96, 119 and 120) had noted or
accepted the following Overview/Scrutiny Committees’
recommendations with or without amendment.
Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
Housing Review Board

Minutes

22-32

Minutes

32-48

Arising from consideration of the above minutes:a)

Cranbrook – Community Governance Review (Cabinet minute 122)
Councillor Peter Bowden, Ward Member for Broadclyst summarised the
issues raised during public question time and referred to the strong
arguments made. He spoke against Cabinet’s recommendation and
proposed an amendment to take account of the concerns voiced by
parishes within the Growth Point area.
He proposed that the Cabinet’s recommendation be not accepted but
amended to take account of the concerns voiced by residents of East
Devon; that the boundaries of Cranbrook shall not wilfully nor by default
consume homes and businesses already existing within their historical
parish or settlements, excepting by the full and public agreement of those
concerned.
This proposal was seconded by Councillor Pauline Stott who said that it
was wrong to split existing parishes for the benefit of the new community.
Councillor Derek Button, Ward Member for Broadclyst also supported the
proposed amendment to the Cabinet recommendations. He referred to the
huge disappointment in the local community who felt let down by the
proposed ‘straight line’ boundary along the Rockbeare Straight which failed
to take into account existing properties along the route. Although he and
former councillor Ruth Burrows had fought against the building of the new
community, they had been won round and had worked hard to try to
achieve an acceptable outcome for everyone. He said that the Council had
given assurances that it would not accept a coalescence of the existing
villages with Cranbrook. He asked the Council not to fragment existing
parishes and to establish functioning communities rather than straight line
administrative areas.
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*51

Minutes of Cabinet and Committees (continued)
Arising from consideration of the above minutes (continued)
Cranbrook – Community Governance Review (continued)
The Chief Executive said that he had been surprised by how few
substantive replies had been received through the initial consultation
process. The proposed boundaries were:
 the northern boundary was bordered by the railway line
 the western boundary reflected that of the Broadclyst Neighbourhood
Plan
 the eastern boundary reflected that set out in the draft Local Plan
 the southern boundary was the contentious one which followed the
line of the old A30 (Rockbeare Straight) with some exceptions.
He went on to advise that the Council could not vote on the proposal as the
statutory process had already been started and would continue until May
2014. Councillor Bowden’s proposal was too constraining. The Council had
the option to start the process again or agree to allow the second round of
the consultation process to progress with the intention of reaching
agreement at the end of the process.
Councillor Moulding, Portfolio Holder – Strategic Development and
Partnerships supported Councillor Peter Bowden’s stance and the Council’s
early planning intention to comply with the interests of the local
communities. He believed that the properties along the old A30 (Rockbeare
Straight) should be aligned to Rockbeare to retain their current parish
allegiance. He proposed that the alternative boundary identified in the plan,
which had been circulated at the Cabinet meeting, should be the one used
in the second phase of the consultation. This amendment was supported by
Councillor Derek Button and seconded by Councillor Phil Twiss.
Councillor Bowden explained that the local communities had not objected to
the proposals for Cranbrook because the leafleting arrangements had been
flawed; maps had showed the southern boundary taking into account
individual properties. Had residents been made aware of the ‘straight line’
proposal, there would have been significant and earlier objection. He
supported Councillor Moulding’s amendment. The Leader said that the
interests of the parishes must come first.
The recommendations of the Cabinet were therefore amended.
RESOLVED

(1)

that a new Parish Council be established for the
area known as ‘Cranbrook’ and that this
proposal be formally published with a 3 month
period of consultation;

(2)

that the proposed boundary be as set out in the
amended plan (reflecting the delineation as set
out in the draft East Devon Local Plan but
retaining the individual properties along the
Rockbeare Straight within Rockbeare parish);
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*51

Minutes of Cabinet and Committees (continued)
Arising from consideration of the above minutes (continued)
Cranbrook – Community Governance Review (continued)

*52

(3)

that the new Parish Council be known as
‘Cranbrook Town Council’;

(4)

that the Parish Council Membership comprise
12 councillors;

(5)

that no warding provisions be incorporated in
the Town Council.

b)

Pre-application advice - confidentiality (Overview and Scrutiny
Committee minute 30)
In response to a question, the Chief Executive advised that the Committee
had resolved to await the outcome of the Information Commission’s
investigation before revisiting the issue of pre-application advice. The
Council had now received that advice which upheld the Council’s stance the appropriate time to publish pre-application advice was when a planning
application had been submitted. The Committee Chairman, Tim Wood,
confirmed that pre-application advice would be published at the appropriate
time.

c)

Affordable housing acquisition proposal (Housing Review Board
minute 47)
Councillor Pauline Stott, Chairman of the Housing Review Board drew
Members’ attention to this minute. This was the first time that the Council
had purchased a purpose built small block of flats. Councillor Stott
congratulated the Council’s Housing Enabling Officer (Paul Lowe) for the
effective work he was carrying out. The team was also looking at the
potential for redeveloping garage sites for additional affordable
accommodation.

Motion 1 – British Nuclear Test Victims
The following motion (in the names of Councillors Paul Diviani, Andrew Moulding,
Alan Dent, Brenda Taylor and Ben Ingham was proposed by Councillor Paul
Diviani and Seconded by Councillor Andrew Moulding:
“That this Council:
1. Notes that its commitment to the Armed Forces Community Covenant
ensures the needs of those residents of East Devon who serve, or who
have served, the country are recognised and supported at a local level;
2. Further notes that many other residents have, though a range of
professions, served the country in equally significant measure, such as in
national security and defence – including those who participated in the test
of Britain’s nuclear weapons in the 1950s and 1960s;
3. Welcomes that, following a Ministry of Defence commissioned Health
Needs Analysis in 2011 of British nuclear test veterans, the NHS have
introduced a number of practical
8 measures to support them;
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*52

Motion 1 – British Nuclear Test Victims (continued)
4. Believes that other parts of the public and voluntary sector should seek to
introduce similar measures to support nuclear test veterans – and that the
Council should lead this at a local level by extending the provisions of the
Armed Forces Community Covenant to those veterans who live in East
Devon;
5. Urges the Government to support the campaign of the British Nuclear Test
Veterans Association by:
 Officially recognising the unique service of these veterans and
acknowledge the nations continuing debt to them; and
 Supporting the intention to establish a Benevolent Fund of £25
million to provide assistance for those veterans and their
descendants in need.
6. Agrees to ask our Members of Parliament to back this campaign and join
East Devon District Council in urging the Government to support the
requests outlined in (5) above.”
The proposer, Councillor Paul Diviani, spoke of the physical and emotional
damage caused by the testing. He referred positively to the benefits that could be
achieved through the Government’s proposed Benevolent Fund.
The seconder, Councillor Andrew Moulding, supported the motion and referred to
work already being carried out to support serving members and veterans of the
armed forces and their families. Councillor Pauline Stott referred to work being
carried out by the Council’s housing service.
The Chairman of the Council reminded Members of his chosen charity – The C
Group - the Royal Marines charity which inspired business to support Royal
Marines in need whilst they are serving, in transition to civilian life and thereafter.
The motion as printed was put to the vote and carried.
RESOLVED

*53

that this Council supports the content and intent of the motion
as printed.

Motion 2 – Probity in Planning report
The following motion (in the names of Councillors Claire Wright, Roger Giles,
Trevor Cope, Ben Ingham and Susie Bond), was proposed by Councillor Claire
Wirght and Seconded by Councillor Roger Giles:
"This Council acknowledges the importance and supports the principle of
complete openness and transparency in local government. The Council therefore
agrees to accept in full with immediate effect all the recommendations within the
Probity in Planning report jointly produced by the Local Government Association
and the Planning Advisory Service in April 2013.
In particular the Council will implement the guidance that pre-application advice
issued should be publicly available."
9
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*53

Motion 2 – Probity in Planning report (continued)
In proposing the motion, Councillor Claire Wright said that much of the content of
the motion had already been addressed. She asked Members to adopt the
remainder of the guidance in the Probity in Planning report and believed that there
was nothing in the document that the Council would not wish to adopt.
Councillor Roger Giles, as seconder, confirmed his support for the motion.
The Portfolio Holder – Corporate Business said that the second paragraph of the
motion was in conflict with Council practice as it referred to issuing pre-application
advice whether a formal application for development was subsequently made or
not. Councillor Helen Parr, Chairman of Development Management Committee
added that the Council already held Member Advisory Panel meetings to which
Councillors were invited. This was part of the pre application process aiming to
improve the quality of submitted applications.
The Leader proposed an amendment to reflect when pre application advice
should be made public. This amendment was seconded by Councillor Andrew
Moulding and accepted by Councillor Claire Wright.
RESOLVED

*54

that the motion be agreed as printed subject to the second
paragraph now reading: ‘in particular the Council will implement
the guidance that pre-application advice issued should be
publically available once an application is lodged.’

Motion 3 – Car Park Charges
The following motion (in the names of Councillors Roger Giles, Claire Wright,
Trevor Cope, Susie Bond and Ben Ingham, was proposed by Councillor Roger
Giles and Seconded by Councillor Claire Wright:
"This Council faces increasing difficulty in providing services for the people of
East Devon as a result of reductions in Government local government financial
settlements. Car parking charges continue to be an important source of income
for the Council, but high charges are unpopular with East Devon residents, and an
obstacle for business, particularly for small shopkeepers.
In an attempt to protect council services and raise income in as fair a way as
possible, this Council therefore agrees to introduce car parking charges at The
Knowle as soon as practically possible. The Council also agrees to consider
removal of the entitlement to lifelong free car parking in EDDC car parks for
Honorary Aldermen.”
The Leader called this motion in to Cabinet for full consideration and debate.
Cabinet and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee were already debating car
park issues – the Council was not the right place to debate this issue at the
current time.
RESOLVED

that the motion be called in to Cabinet for detailed
consideration.
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*55

Councillor appointments
RESOLVED

that Councillor Tom Wright be appointed as EDDC’s
representative on the Police and Crime Panel – Devon and
Cornwall with the Leader to be appointed as substitute.
(Councillor Tom Wright had been EDDC’s substitute to the
Leader on this Panel.)

Chairman ........................................... …..

Date ....................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Cabinet
held in the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth
on Wednesday, 8 January 2014
Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani (Leader/Chairman)
Andrew Moulding
Ray Bloxham
Iain Chubb
David Cox
Jill Elson
Stephanie Jones
Ian Thomas
Tom Wright

Also
present:

Councillors:
Martin Gammell
Steve Gazzard
Roger Giles
Graham Godbeer
Peter Halse
Tony Howard
Sheila Kerridge

Also
present:

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
John Golding, Head of Housing
Karen Jenkins, Corporate Organisational Development Manager
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal & Democratic Services Manager
Charlie Plowden, Countryside & Leisure Manager
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager

Apologies

Cabinet members
Phil Twiss

John O’Leary
Frances Newth
Helen Parr
Geoff Pook
Pauline Stott
Tim Wood

Non cabinet members
Roger Boote
Geoff Chamberlain
Maddy Chapman
Alan Dent
Steve Hall
Jim Knight
Brenda Taylor
Mark Williamson

The meeting started at 5.30 pm and ended at 6.30 pm. The audio recording of the
meeting failed for technical reasons.
In compliance with The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) Meetings and
Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012, during consideration of items
on the agenda, alternative options were considered by Members when making
decisions.
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*139

Public Questions
There were no public questions

*140

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 27 November 2013 were confirmed
and signed as a true record.

*141

Declarations of interest
No declarations of interest were made

*142

Council tax base 2014/15 – urgent item
The Leader agreed for this report to be considered as a matter of urgency – the
Council was required by regulation to set its council tax base by 31 January 2014.
The report set out the tax base for 2014/15 and included the breakdown for each
parish expressed in terms of band D equivalent properties on which the council tax
would be based.
RESOLVED

REASON

(1)

that the tax base for 2014/15 be confirmed at 54,047 Band
D equivalent properties;

(2)

that the amount shown against each parish as the parish
tax base for 2014/15 (set out under section 3 of the report)
be confirmed.

The calculation of the tax base is prescribed under Local
Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) Regulations 2012
which came into force on 30 November 2012. This was made
under powers of the Local Government Finance Act 1992.
See also Local Government Finance Act 1992 (as amended)
and the Council Tax (Prescribed Classes of Dwellings)(England)
Regulations 2003 (as amended)
The council tax base is defined as the number of Band D
equivalent properties in a local authority’s area. The tax base is
necessary to calculate council tax for a given area.

*143

Exclusion of the public
RESOLVED:

*144

that the classification given to the documents to be submitted to
the Cabinet be confirmed; there were 4 items which officers
recommended should be dealt with in Part B.

Forward plan
Members noted the contents of the forward plan for decisions for the period 1 January
to 30 April 2014.
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*145

Matters referred to the cabinet
The motion referred to Cabinet from the December Council meeting by the Leader
had been included as item 11b on the agenda.

*146

Overview and scrutiny committee – 21 November 2013
Members received and noted the minutes of the meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee held on 21 November 2013.
Councillors had considered the final report of the Fees and Charges Task and Finish
Forum at its last meeting. The forum’s recommendations would be considered as part
of the budget process. The draft fees and charges policy had been recommended for
approval.

*147

RESOLVED

that the following recommendation be approved

Minute 42

that a policy be drafted for motor home parking to clarify where
motor homes can park, including the provision in some East
Devon car parks of motor home spaces of adequate size at a
higher tariff than a standard vehicle; and clarity on overnight
parking.

New Homes Bonus Panel – 13 November 2013
Cabinet received the notes of the meeting of the New Homes Bonus Panel held on 13
November 2013 presented by the Panel’s Chairman, Councillor Ray Bloxham.
Councillor Bloxham said that East Devon parishes had come forward with good joint
projects and that the initiative was an effective way of encouraging parishes to work
together.
He also advised that since the meeting of the Panel, Devon County Council had
agreed to treat the Cranbrook Parish Forum as a parish within the Parishes Together
Initiative which meant that Cranbrook could bid for funding for joint projects under the
scheme.
RESOLVED

that the New Homes Bonus Panel’s decisions be supported and
its recommendations approved, as set out in the notes of the
Panel’s meeting.
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*148

Draft revenue and capital budgets 2014/15 – key decision
Simon Davey, Head of Finance presented the draft revenue and capital estimates
2014/15 for adoption by the Cabinet. He reminded Councillors of the budget process:
 The estimates would be next considered in detail by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee at its special meeting on 15 January 2014.
 The draft housing revenue account and housing service plan 2014-15 would be
considered by the Housing Review Board at its meeting on 9 January 2014.
 The business community would also be consulted.
 Recommendations would then be referred to the Cabinet for consideration at
its meeting on 5 February 2014.
 The final decision on the 2014/15 draft revenue and capital budgets would be
made by Council at its meeting on 26 February 2014.
The report included the main considerations to be taken into account and the key
issues facing the Council in terms of finance. The revenue and capital estimate
budget book issued with the agenda included service by service budgets which would
be considered in detail by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
At its meeting on 3 April 2013, the Cabinet had recognised the need to address the
funding gap for 2014/15 (indicated in the Medium Term Financial Plan) at an early
stage. Agreed actions had included adopting a strategy for use of the New Homes
Bonus monies and setting up a Member Budget Working Party to deliver
savings/increase income. The Budget Task and Finish Forum set up by the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee had early involvement in considering proposals for savings
and income potential. The proposed savings/additional income were set out at 2.11 in
the report.
The draft budget resulted in a General Fund balance position that was within the
Council’s adopted range with monies transferred to a New Homes Bonus Volatility
Fund being set up to mitigate the on-going risk of using New Homes Bonus monies to
fund General Fund services.
A balanced draft budget was being presented for 2014/15 following the work of the
Budget Working Party and good progress had been made to balance the 2015/16
budget. Looking beyond this, the Council would continue to find it difficult to afford its
spending plans due to continued government funding cuts, inflation, low investment
income, freezing the council tax and ever increasing demand for its services. Further
work would be required to present balanced budgets in the future.
The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) was in a healthy position as was necessary to
meet housing service needs, planned improvements and to service the £84.4m debt
repayments. The Council was on target in respect of the HRA business plan.
The draft Capital Programme for 2014/15 would be funded using capital reserve and
borrowing. The Capital Strategy and Allocation Group had met to consider capital
scheme proposals and would continue to meet to monitor progress of agreed
schemes against budget and objectives. The shortfall in the draft capital budget for
2014/15 would be met from capital reserves which included funding from the New
Homes Bonus. It was noted that significant capital expenditure was in respect of the
Exmouth regeneration projects.
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*148

Draft revenue and capital budgets 2014/15 – key decision (continued)
Other issues highlighted included:
 The localisation of council tax benefit put additional financial strain on the
Council. However it was noted that the local council tax support scheme was
being delivered within budget.
 Business rates retention which had been introduced in April 2013 had
generated additional funding but carried risk. The Council had been a member
of the Devon pool since 1 April 2013 due to the opportunity to keep a share of
the business rate surplus in the area. The continued membership of the Devon
pool was to be considered on an annual basis. The Head of Finance advised
that the position in respect of business rates of one of the Devon authorities
had become an area of concern and was likely to impact on the pool. The pool
arrangements were that any surplus was shared but also that any
deficit/shortfall had to be made up by the group. The future of the pool
arrangement would be discussed by the Devon finance officers with
recommendations to the Chief Executives Group in consultation with Council
Leaders. The Head of Finance asked for delegated powers (in consultation
with the Portfolio Holder – Finance), to withdraw from the pool or to continue
with the existing arrangements when the full facts were known and had been
assessed. The main risk resulting from a shortfall would be to Devon County
Council.
 Universal Credit – local authorities would no longer be responsible for
administering housing benefit payments. Cabinet members noted associated
risks and future uncertainty.
 The New Homes Bonus Scheme – the Council was using part of this funding to
support its general fund budget with the balance being available for the Capital
Programme. The creation of a New Homes Bonus Volatility Fund would help
to reduce the Council’s reliance on this funding source.
 In preparing the budgets a number of assumptions had to be made and these
were identified in the report. They included a 1% pay increase, possible
litigation costs in respect of local land charges and an assumed 3% inflation
rate. Budgets also assumed that the Council would again agree to freeze
council tax and receive the government grant payment in compensation.
Elected members noted that a paper would be reported to Cabinet shortly giving a
refreshed picture of the Council’s financial projections within a high level Council
Business Plan up to 2020.
A report setting out the Council’s indicators in respect of setting and reviewing its
affordable borrowing limit indicators (in compliance with the Prudential Code for
Capital Finance in Local Authorities) would be referred to the next meeting of Cabinet.
In addition to the draft revenue and capital budgets 2014/15 being considered, the
Leader referred to the motion on car park charges which he had referred to Cabinet
from the Council meeting on 4 December 2013. The Council was under increasing
pressure to provide vital front line services despite funding cuts, inflation and
increased demand. Car parking revenue was an important income stream and
Councillors were keenly aware of the fine balance needed between maintaining this
valued income and supporting local people and businesses. At its last meeting the
Cabinet had given detailed consideration to a car park management review (minute
124 refers) which aimed to achieve this balance.
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*148

Draft revenue and capital budgets 2014/15 – key decision (continued)
The proposer of the motion, Councillor Roger Giles was invited to speak. He
proposed that car parking charges should be introduced at the Knowle offices to
generate income. He compared this proposed arrangement with those in place at
other organisations. He acknowledged that introducing car parking charges at Knowle
would have a potential impact on neighbouring roads and that local concern in this
respect would need to be addressed. He added that he thought that the car park
passes currently given to Honorary Aldermen should cease.
The motion was debated and the following comments made:
 The other organisations which charged their staff to park were based in the city
and so those arrangements were reasonable;
 Charging for parking at the Knowle offices would require machines to be
installed and staff to patrol – the capital and revenue outlay was not justified
particularly in the light of EDDC’s intention to relocate.
 The proposal to introduce new charges to generate income was contrary to the
Road Traffic Regulations 1984. An example was given of when the Royal
Devon and Exeter hospital introduced parking charges – this was not to raise
revenue but to stop workers in Exeter from using the free hospital parking and
walking into the city;
 Staff would opt to park in the neighbouring roads.
 Staff needing their vehicles for work would need to be issued with a parking
permit which would add to the complexity of the arrangements;
 The cost of providing Honorary Aldermen with free car park passes was
minimal and was an inexpensive way of recognising their valued contribution;
 The basic hourly charge for pay and display parking would be retained at £1
per hour for a fourth consecutive year – this illustrated the authority’s aim to
support the high street and local businesses;
 The cost of car parking was not the main reason for people choosing not to
support their high streets, other key factors included internet and out of town
shopping;
 the suggested modest rate of £1 per day for staff and visitors to the Knowle
offices would be more than the cost of the annual parking permit;
 Any car parking charge would require a change in staff conditions which would
have to be re-negotiated.
 A fixed daily rate would have a greater impact on lower paid staff as it would
represent a higher percentage of their salary.
 Charges at Knowle would also mean that the weekend park and walk scheme
would be affected.
As proposer, Councillor Giles was invited to sum up. Members then voted on the
motion; it was lost.
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*148

Draft revenue and capital budgets 2014/15 – key decision (continued)
RESOLVED

REASON

*149

(1)

that the draft revenue and capital estimates be adopted
and forwarded to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
and Housing Review Board for consideration;

(2)

that delegated authority be given to the Head of Finance,
in consultation with the Portfolio Holder – Finance to
either agree for EDDC to remain in the Devon pool or
withdraw based on the findings of meetings of the Devon
finance officers and the Devon Chief Executives group
and the recommendations of the Devon Leaders.

(1)

There is a requirement for the Council to set balanced
budgets, to levy a council tax and to set council house
rents in 2014/15.

(2)

The Council’s membership of the Devon pool in respect
of Business Rate Retention scheme was to be considered
on an annual basis. The current situation in respect of
one of the authorities in the group was a matter for
concern and required the Council to re-evaluate its
membership of the pool.

Financial monitoring report 2013/14 month 8 – November 2013
Cabinet members considered the financial monitoring report which gave a summary
of the Council’s overall financial position for 2013/14 at the end of month 8 (30
November 2013). Current monitoring indicated that:
 The General Fund balance was being maintained at or above the adopted
level. The predicted balance was £0.339m above the Council’s maximum
adopted level of £3.6m but no decision on the surplus was required until the
final position was known.
 The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) balance will be maintained at or above
the adopted level. The current balance was well above the recommended level
and would be used to further invest in housing stock, to offset any adverse
effects of the Welfare Reform and to ensure sufficient funds are available to
make the first repayment of principal on the self-financing loans due in
2014/15. In addition £1.710m was held in a separate reserve.
 There was sufficient capital reserve to balance this year’s Capital Programme.
It is estimated that £2.595m will be available in the reserve to support the
programme from 2014/15 onwards.
The Head of Finance advised that there were no areas of concern.
RESOLVED

REASON

that the variances identified as part of the revenue and capital
monitoring process up to month 8 be acknowledged;
The report updated Councillors on the overall financial position of
the authority following the end of each month and included
recommendations where corrective action was required for the
remainder of the financial year.
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*150

Restructuring the countryside team
The Countryside and Leisure Manager presented his report which set out the
business case for the restructure of the countryside team to ensure that this valued
service remained ‘fit for purpose’. The aim was to achieve greater efficiencies,
increase the effectiveness of the service and to proactively deliver new opportunities
though strategic programming. There was potential to engage new audiences and
develop fresh income streams for the social and economic wellbeing of the district.
The proposal was to split the countryside service’s function into ‘People and Place’,
with the new structure being effective from 1 April 2014.
The Portfolio Holders for Economy, Corporate Business and Environment spoke
positively about the service and the proposals.
It was noted that the Cranbrook countryside park would become the responsibility of
the countryside team. Management proposals would be presented by the countryside
team to the Cranbrook Neighbourhood Forum at a meeting in January.
RESOLVED

REASON
*151

that the countryside service restructure proposals (as outlined in
the report to Cabinet) be approved and implemented in April
2014.
To facilitate and enable a change in the way in which the service
is delivered - to be more proactive and strategic.

Exemption from standing orders – Windsor Gardens reinstatement
Cabinet members were reminded of the 12 month licence granted in 2012 to
developers, Milkbere Properties, to use part of Windsor Gardens for access to their
construction site. A requirement of the licence was for the developers to reinstate the
gardens to a standard as specified by the Council. Quotes had been received for the
reinstatement work. Milkbere Properties offered the Council £1000 to manage the
reinstatement and agreed to pay the higher quote as this was from a company with an
excellent track record. The Cabinet was asked to agree to the exemption from
standing orders on this basis. The Seaton Member Champion spoke in support.
RESOLVED

that the exemption from standing orders in respect of the Windsor
Gardens reinstatement works by Tony Benger Landscaping be
formally agreed.

REASONS

(1)

Reputation management/Time.
EDDC, Seaton Town Council and local traders expected
the gardens to be fully functional by the end of November
as there were Christmas fairs and other seasonal events
organised for December. To follow standing orders and
obtain 3 further quotes would have delayed reinstatement
into 2014. To fail to provide this facility on time would
break ‘promises’ to the local community.

(2)

Concerns about the quality of the lower quote received.

(3)

Tony Benger Landscaping are CHAS and BALI
accredited (national quality assurance) and have
successfully completed projects for EDDC in the past.
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152

Extension to St Winifred’s graveyard, Branscombe – authority to use
compulsory purchase
The Cabinet considered the report of the Council’s Solicitor seeking Council authority
to make a compulsory purchase order to acquire a parcel of land from the National
Trust as an extension to the graveyard at St Winifred’s parish church in Branscombe.
The report set out the reasons for the request, the details of the land swap and next
steps.
The Chief Executive advised that Council would have to be consulted before a
compulsory purchase order could be considered by Cabinet.

*153

RECOMMENDED

that the views of Council be sought prior to the consideration of
making a compulsory purchase order for land for use as a public
cemetery for the parish of Branscombe, as set out in the report.

REASON

A CPO is the only way the National Trust can dispose of land
assets which cannot be disposed of to another except through
compulsory purchase. The views of Council needed to be
sought before Cabinet could consider compulsory purchase of
this land.

Performance management report November 2013
The Cabinet considered the report of the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager setting out performance information for the 2013/14 financial year for
November 2013.
Councillors noted three indicators that were showing excellent performance and
extended their appreciation to the teams involved:
percentage of planning appeal decisions allowed against the authority's
decision to refuse
percentage of non domestic rates collected
working days lost due to sickness absence
No performance indicators showed concern.
RESOLVED

REASON

that the progress and proposed improvement action for
performance measures for the 2013/14 financial year for
November 2013 be noted.
The monthly monitoring was to highlight performance and help
identify any trends. Additional information to support this
monitoring was provided on line – SPAR performance indicators
and systems thinking measures in key service areas –
streetscene, housing, development management and revenues
and benefits.
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*154

Exclusion of the public
RESOLVED

*155

that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972 and
in accordance with the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012,
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt and private information (as set out against each Part B
agenda item), is likely to be disclosed and on balance the public
interest is in discussing the items in private session (Part B).

Capital strategy and allocation group
The Cabinet considered the report of the meeting of the Capital Strategy and
Allocation Group which had met on 2 December 2013. The Group had considered a
range of capital bids with business cases. Any larger one-off schemes would be the
subject of a report to Cabinet before being progressed.
The Head of Finance responded to a number of issues raised.
RESOLVED

REASON
*156

(1)

that the recommended actions of the Capital Strategy
and Allocation Group in respect of capital project bids,
as set out in the report, be agreed.

(2)

that the Deputy Chief Executive – Development,
Regeneration and Partnerships be asked to review the
Exmouth regeneration project phasing and timings;

(3)

that the Capital Strategy and Allocation Group meet
more regularly to monitor the Capital Programme and
the approved projects – the next meeting to be held in
early May 2014 to discuss outturn for 2013/14 and the
Capital Plan for 2014/15.

The Group met to recommend capital budget allocation and
prioritise capital spend. The Group would meet more regularly
to monitor the Capital Programme.

Exmouth Regeneration Programme Board
Members of the Cabinet noted the action points from a meeting of the Exmouth
Regeneration Programme Board which had been held on 28 November 2013.

*157

Seaton Regeneration Programme Board
Members of the Cabinet noted the action points from a meeting of the Seaton
Regeneration Programme Board which had been held on 3 December 2013.
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*158

Restructuring of the countryside team
The Cabinet considered the second report of the Countryside and Leisure Manager.
The Cabinet had already discussed and agreed the overall intention of the restructure
in the public part of the meeting (minute *150 refers). This report now dealt with
specific changes to three posts within the service and therefore was considered in
Part B - when the press and public had been excluded from the meeting.
The posts affected had been the subject of job evaluation. The proposed restructure
of the service and modest cost implications were detailed in the report.
RESOLVED

REASON

that the countryside team restructure proposals – as outlined in
the report – be agreed and implemented from 1 April 2014.
The restructure would mean that the service could respond to
the corporate challenges facing all discretionary services in
terms of driving up income streams, delivering new programmes
of work (such as health and wellbeing) and building on its
reputation so that it is ‘fit for purpose’ going forward.

Chairman .......................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Cabinet
held in the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth
on Wednesday, 5 February 2014
Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani
Andrew Moulding

Leader/Chairman
Deputy Leader/Portfolio Holder
Strategic Development and
Partnership

Portfolio Holders:
Ray Bloxham
Iain Chubb
David Cox
Jill Elson
Ian Thomas
Phil Twiss

Corporate Business
Environment
Finance
Sustainable Homes & Communities
Economy
Corporate Services

Deputy Portfolio Holders
Stephanie Jones
Tom Wright

Sustainable Homes & Communities
Environment

Also
present:

Councillors:
David Atkins
Roger Boote
Peter Burrows
Deborah Custance Baker
Christine Drew
Martin Gammell
Steve Gazzard
Roger Giles
Graham Godbeer

Also
present:

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
John Golding, Head of Housing
Karen Jenkins, Corporate Organisational Development Manager
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal & Democratic Services Manager
Paul Deakin, Waste and Recycling Manager
Ian Harrison, Mamhead Slipway Replacement Project Manager
Nigel Harrison, Economic Development Manager
Alison Hayward, Principal Regeneration Project Manager
Steve Pratten, Relocation Manager
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager
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Tony Howard
Sheila Kerridge
Frances Newth
Helen Parr
Pauline Stott
Mark Williamson
Tim Wood
Claire Wright
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Apologies

Non-Cabinet members
Derek Button
Bob Buxton
Geoff Chamberlain
David Chapman
Maddy Chapman
Alan Dent
Vivien Duval-Steer

Steve Hall
Peter Halse
Mike Howe
Stuart Hughes
Brenda Taylor
Graham Troman

The meeting started at 5.30 pm and ended at 8.28 pm.
In compliance with The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) Meetings and
Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012, during consideration of items
on the agenda, alternative options were considered by Members when making
decisions.
*159

Public Questions
Richard Eley asked to speak on the Office Relocation project. He claimed that
EDDC’s staff numbers had increased over recent years and this increase needed to
be factored in to the office accommodation debate. He referred to escalating costs
over the life of the project and alleged that the process was out of control. He
questioned whether the move was justified when the district authority tier of local
government could be cut out. In the light of his observations, Mr Eley asked for the
project to be reconsidered; to keep EDDC in Sidmouth and achieve cost savings.
The Leader thanked Mr Eley for his observations.
As there were no other members of the public wishing to speak, the Leader invited
Councillor Pauline Stott to raise an issue. Councillor Stott was concerned about the
Devon County Council’s planned cuts to youth services/centres within East Devon.
The proposals were currently out for consultation.
Councillor Elson advised that she would include this issue for consideration at her
next Sustainable Homes and Communities Think Tank - any change in youth
provision would have an impact on this Council’s Community Officer work. Councillor
Tom Wright, Trustee of the Budleigh Salterton Youth Project Trust and Councillor
Christine Drew, Youth Champion would be invited to attend.

*160

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 8 January 2014 were confirmed
and signed as a true record.

*161

Declarations of interest
No declarations of interest were made

*162

Exclusion of the public
RESOLVED:

that the classification given to the documents to be submitted to
the Cabinet be confirmed; there were 4 items which officers
recommended should be dealt with in Part B.
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*163

Forward plan
Members noted the contents of the forward plan for decisions for the period 1
February to 31 May 2014.

*164

Matters referred to the Cabinet
There were no matters referred to the Cabinet by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee or the Council.

*165

Overview and Scrutiny Committee – 15 January 2014
Members received and noted the minutes of the Special Meeting of the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee held on 15 January 2014.
The Committee’s Chairman, Councillor Tim Wood, referred to the effective work
carried out by the Budget Task and Finish Forum, the Budget Working Party and the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee. He confirmed that the Council’s homelessness
work was demand-led and not constrained by budget - the Council’s preventative
measures to address homelessness had proved very effective. He also added that it
was appropriate for the proposed office relocation estimated costs to be included
within the budget at this stage to serve as a helpful indicator.
RESOLVED

*166

that the Committee’s recommendations on the draft Revenue
and Capital Estimates be taken into account at the relevant
agenda item (13).

Housing Review Board – 9 January 2014
Cabinet received and noted the minutes of the meeting of the Housing Review
Board held on 9 January 2014.
The Chairman of the Housing Review Board, Councillor Pauline Stott drew
Members’ attention to Minute 52 – Older persons targeted support and emerging
issues with regard to the future of this support within Devon.
RESOLVED 1:

that the following be noted:

Minute 53

the updated forward plan.

Minute 57

the variances identified as part of the HRA revenue and capital
monitoring process up to month eight.

Minute 58

the findings of the systems thinking review of day to day rent
account management for council tenants.
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*166

*167

Housing Review Board – 9 January 2014 (continued)
RESOLVED 2:

that the following recommendations be approved

Minute 50

that the Chairman, Vice Chairman, Councillor Knight, and
relevant officers meet to agree the exact wording for the Home
Safeguard logo.

Minute 52

(1)

that consideration be given to the issues presented within
the report on older persons’ targeted support;

(2)

that officers prepare as best they can and feed comments
on the consultation proposals back to Devon County
Council;

(3)

that the current support service be maintained in house
and alternative options considered;

(4)

that a further report be brought to the Board once the
detailed service specification was known.

Minute 59

that regard be had to the Chartered Institute of Housing’s good
practice advice on tackling tenancy fraud when implementing
local policy and practice.

Minute 60

(1)

that the wording of the existing leaflet, tenant handbook
and website information for downsizing be agreed, subject
to changing ‘will’ to ‘may’ under the heading ‘what if my
current property is adapted to meet my special needs?’.

(2)

that the wording of the existing leaflet, tenant handbook
and website information for mutual exchanges be agreed.

RESOLVED 3:

that the following recommendations be referred to Council:

Minute 54

Approval of the housing service plan for 2014/15.

Minute 55

Approval of the Housing Revenue Account for 2014/15.

Minute 56

Approval of the principles and provisions of the voluntary code
for a self financed Housing Revenue Account.

Recycling and Refuse Partnership Board
Cabinet received and noted the minutes of the meeting of the Recycling and Refuse
Partnership Board held on 22 January 2014 presented by Councillor Iain Chubb,
Chairman of the Partnership Board. He encouraged Members to use the Citizen app
which had been well received. Similarly the Christmas collection bin hangers had
been effective with positive feedback. He also referred to Schedule 2 waste – new
regulations had re-classified a number of premises and allowed local authorities to
charge for the disposal of waste from a wider range of non-domestic premises. The
proposed charges for Schedule 2 waste collection was set out at Minute 30.
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*167

Recycling and Refuse Partnership Board (continued)
In reply to a question, Paul Deakin, Waste and Recycling Manager advised that the
provision of kerbside collection of cardboard was unlikely to be rolled out before the
new contract had been negotiated.
Councillor Chubb would send an official letter of thanks to SITA staff and supervisors
for their positive performance and hard work. The Waste and Recycling Manager
was also thanked for his efforts in reducing the volume of waste to landfill and for his
effective negotiations in respect of paper and glass recycling payments.
The Chairman invited the Waste and Recycling Manager to give a presentation on
the Integrated Devon waste service (Minute 29 refers). The Partnership Board had
asked for the Cabinet to be up-dated on possible options – a report detailing costs
would be referred to a future meeting. The proposed partnership arrangements
would achieve cost savings, flexibility, increased recycling rates and efficiencies with
either a fully integrated Devon waste service or a cluster arrangement. The cluster
proposal for East Devon was with Exeter and Mid Devon Councils. The clusters
were based on disposal arrangements.
RESOLVED

REASON

(1)

that a forensic accounting audit be commissioned for
2014;

(2)

that the work that has already taken place on Integrated
Devon be noted, with delegated authority being given to
the Recycling and Waste Contract Manager, in
consultation with the Portfolio Holder – Environment, to
progress the integrated Devon waste service initiative
and commit East Devon in principle to take a lead in
trying to deliver either a Devon-wide integrated or a
cluster arrangement;

(3)

that the proposed charges for Schedule 2 waste
collection and disposal be agreed as set out at Minute 30
of the Recycling and Refuse Partnership Board minutes.

(4)

that in principle it be agreed that there would be no SITA
collections on the first Saturday after Christmas, but
further consideration be given to Christmas 2014 refuse
and recycling collection dates to lessen the impact of a 4
day delay in collections, with a report being brought to a
future Partnership Board meeting;

(5)

that the wage increase for SITA employees, as included
in the budget, be agreed.
To support the work of the Partnership Board and
progress the integrated waste initiative.
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*168

New Homes Bonus Panel – 22 January 2014
Cabinet received the notes of the meeting of the New Homes Bonus Panel held on
22 January 2014 presented by the Panel’s Chairman, Councillor Ray Bloxham.
At the last meeting of Cabinet, Members were advised that Devon County Council
had agreed to treat the Cranbrook Parish Forum as a parish within the Parishes
Together Initiative which meant that Cranbrook could bid for funding for joint projects
under the scheme. Members noted the application from the Cranbrook Community
Forum and the proposal to ask neighbouring councils if they would be willing to
support the Forum’s application for Parishes Together funding.
Councillor Bloxham advised that the initiative was attracting good hub projects and
asked Ward Members to encourage their local councils to submit a scheme before
the 17 March deadline. He said that this Council’s Community Engagement and
Funding Officer and Devon County Council’s Locality Development Officer were
carrying out excellent work. Parishes who had submitted successful bids had given
positive feedback on the process.
RESOLVED

169

that the New Homes Bonus Panel’s decisions be supported and
its recommendations approved, as set out in the notes of the
Panel’s meeting.

Revenue and Capital Estimates 2014/15 – key decision
Simon Davey, Head of Finance presented this report and outlined the budget
process to date. No amendments had been proposed by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee that would affect the draft budget for the General Fund Revenue Account
or the Capital Budget. The amendments from the Housing Review Board were
reflected within the report.
The Head of Finance read out the legal requirements in respect of the process (set
out at Reason 2 to the recommendations below) and expanded on the wording of
Recommendation 7 for clarity based on legal advice.
At the last meeting of the Cabinet, Members had agreed on a proposed restructure
of the Countryside Team and this additional cost had now been included within the
estimates.
On the agenda of the current meeting, Cabinet Members would be asked to consider
additions to the estimates in respect of the Seaton Jurassic Project and
recommendations from the Leisure East Devon Joint Working Party. These
recommendations had been assumed as accepted for the purpose of the budget
papers but the figures would be adjusted, before being referred to Council, if this
was not the case.
The Council was also required to set prudential indicators as part of the budget
setting process and these were set out in the appendix to the report.
RECOMMENDED

(1)

that the Net Revenue General Fund Estimates of
£13.803m be approved giving a net surplus of £0.069m
to be paid into the General Fund Balance;
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169

Revenue and Capital Estimates 2014/15 – key decision (continued)

REASON

(2)

that a Council Tax requirement be set for 2014/15 at
£6.582m with a resulting Council Tax Band ‘D’ of
£121.78 (2013/14 £121.78);

(3)

that the Housing Revenue Account Estimates with a net
surplus of £1.065m be approved;

(4)

that Council House rents be increased from April 2014 in
line with the Rent Convergence restructuring scheme
with the general increase being given as a 5.29%
increase.

(5)

that Council garage rents be increased from April 2014
by 3%

(6)

that the Capital Budget totalling £19,476m be approved.

(7)

that the prudential indicators, including the minimum
revenue provision statement, detailed in Appendix A of
the report be adopted and authority be delegated to the
Section 151 Officer (Head of Finance) to operate within
the specified parameters for any individual year.

(1)

There is a requirement for the Council to set a balanced
budget for both the General Fund and Housing Revenue
Account and to levy a Council Tax for 2014/15.

(2)

The requirements for budget setting and council tax are
set out in statute and regulations which the finance team
take account of in the preparation of the report. The
duties of the Council’s Section 151 Officer include the
requirement to make recommendations to ensure that
the Council maintains an adequate level of reserves,
when considered alongside the risks the Council faces
and the general economic outlook.
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170

2014/15 Treasury Management Strategy – key decision
Simon Davey, Head of Finance advised that the Council was required to formally
adopt an annual Treasury Management Strategy to comply with the CIPFA Code of
Practice for Treasury Management in the Public Services. The Council was also
required to adopt a set of prudential indicators relating to treasury activities.
The report highlighted the 2 main functions of treasury management as:
 ensuring the Council’s cash flow is planned and that cash is available when
needed;
 longer term cash flow planning to ensure the Council can meet its capital
spending plans. This will include arranging long or short term loans or using
longer term cash flow surpluses.
The Council’s overriding investment policy objective was to prudently manage the
Council’s funds – minimise risks whilst maximising returns. The Council’s credit
worthiness criteria and its approach were set out in 2.2 of the report. A new
counterparty had been added to the list, namely: deposit with banks incorporated
outside the UK but entitled to accept deposits in the UK. The Head of Finance
assured Members that the criteria for this new counterparty were very high with a
maximum amount of £2M.
The reported included the economic forecast for 2014/15 and potential interest rate
levels together with the Council’s borrowing requirement – the anticipated borrowing
limits for the forthcoming financial year had been included within the prudential
indicators.
RECOMMENDED

REASON
171

that the Treasury Management Strategy for 2014/15 be
adopted.
The Council is required to formally adopt a Treasury
Management Strategy before the beginning of the financial year.

Council Plan – refreshed document – key decision
The Corporate Organisational Development Manager presented the refreshed
Council Plan which was a cornerstone of the Council’s performance reporting and its
communications with customers and staff.
In reply to a suggestion that an indication of costs of principal activities could be
included to highlight cost benefits, the Portfolio Holder – Corporate Business advised
that the Plan was one of a suite of documents. The service plans and financial plan
within the suite included more detail. The aim of the Council Plan was to
communicate to everyone in broad terms with a simple and clear message.
RECOMMENDED

REASON

that the updated version of the Council Plan, which reflects
achievements made in the last two years and outlines the
Council’s focus for the medium term, be agreed.
To enable the Council to continue to improve the quality of its
communications and the information about its priorities.
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*172

Cranbrook Community questionnaire results – key decision
The Corporate Organisational Development Manager advised that a community
needs and satisfaction questionnaire had been sent to all the occupied households
in Cranbrook. The survey results would be used by the Cranbrook Community
Development Worker, the Cranbrook Community Forum and others to help provide
and improve services and communications.
The Portfolio Holder – Corporate Business drew Members’ attention to the summary
of results at paragraph 1.3 of the report; these were very positive.
The healthcare questions had been included on the request of NHS England and
would be helpful in determining demand through gathered intelligence.
As a separate but related issue, Members supported the suggestion that NHS
Clinical Commissioning Groups be included as relevant consultees of district-wide
planning applications.

*173

RESOLVED

that the results of the Cranbrook Community questionnaire be
noted.

REASON

The results of the survey will help to inform how the
Community Development Worker, Community Forum,
Consortium and other agencies such as EDDC can work
together to improve services and find out what information
residents would like to be given.

Financial monitoring report 2013/14 month 9 – December 2013
Cabinet members considered the financial monitoring report which gave a summary
of the Council’s overall financial position for 2013/14 at the end of month 9 (31
December 2013). Current monitoring indicated that:
 The General Fund balance was being maintained at or above the adopted
level. The predicted balance was £0.551m above the Council’s maximum
adopted level of £3.6m but no decision on the surplus was required until the
final year end position was known.
 The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) balance will be maintained at or above
the adopted level. The current balance was well above the recommended
level and would be used to further invest in housing stock, to offset any
adverse effects of the Welfare Reform and to ensure sufficient funds are
available to make the first repayment of principal on the self-financing loans
due in 2014/15. In addition £1.710m was held in a separate reserve.
 There was sufficient Capital Reserve to balance this year’s Capital
Programme. It is estimated that £2.821m will be available in the Reserve to
support the programme from 2014/15 onwards.
The Head of Finance advised that there were no areas of concern.
RESOLVED

REASON

that the variances identified as part of the Revenue and Capital
monitoring process up to month 9 be acknowledged;
The report updated Councillors on the overall financial position of
the authority following the end of each month and included
recommendations where corrective action was required for the
remainder of the financial year.
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*174

Changes to National Non Domestic rates (Business Rates)
Members considered the report of the Revenues and Benefits Manager setting out
changes to the Business Rate measures (announced in the Autumn Statement).
These included the potential use of discretionary powers to give rate relief in
prescribed circumstances. The Government had stated that local authorities would
be reimbursed for any relief granted as a result of these measures. The aim was to
help businesses and the local economy.
The Head of Finance advised that since the agenda had been issued, further details
had been received from Government on the scheme’s implementation. These
guidelines gave local authorities discretion in granting relief so that decisions could
be made within the context of each authority’s wider objectives for the local area.
Delegated authority was sought to agree the details of the scheme in order to meet
the timetable for implementation.
RESOLVED

(1)

that Members note the changes to Business Rates
announced in the Autumn Statement

(2)

that the Head of Finance, in consultation with the Portfolio
Holders for Finance and Economy, be given delegated
authority to agree the details of the scheme in compliance
with:
 Government Guidelines being issued on qualifying
criteria for granting business rate relief
 State Aid legislation
and subject to Central Government refunding the
additional cost to this Council.

REASON

The package of measures announced in the Autumn
Statement will be fully funded by the Government at no cost to
EDDC and will provide support to businesses during this
difficult economic climate.
As some of the measures will be brought in under the Council’s
discretionary powers (Local Government Finance Act 1988)
there is a requirement for Members to formally approve giving
the relief/discount where ratepayers meet the qualifying
criteria, subject to state aid limits. Government guidance has
been received late and therefore delegated powers will enable
the details of the scheme to be agreed ready for
implementation in April.

*175

Mamhead Slipway option approval
Members considered the report of the Mamhead Slipway Replacement Project
Manager seeking approval for the preferred scheme to enable the necessary
statutory processes to commence. Option 2 provided a layout which delivered the
Exmouth Masterplan objective of enhancing the operational characteristics of the
slipway, by providing some space for vehicle parking and manoeuvring adjacent to
the slipway and off the public highway. Vehicles would park temporarily to launch
and recover and would then move to long term parking off-site.
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*175

Mamhead Slipway option approval (continued)
A bid for the total project cost (which included a 40% contingency) had been
submitted on this basis from the Council’s Capital Programme.
Members noted that a significant contribution was likely to be made by Devon
County Council in line with an agreement which was reached in 1948 regarding
future maintenance responsibilities for the seawall and slipways at Exmouth.
The concept of charging for usage of the slipway would be factored in to future
considerations. Exeter City Council was the responsible harbour authority;
enforcement plans to sensitively address any anti-social behaviour of boat and water
users would be discussed through the Exe Estuary Partnership.
RESOLVED

REASON

176

(1)

that the indicative layout showing in drawing 9Y05650200 for a replacement public slipway at Mamhead,
Exmouth, including use for vehicle and trailer
manoeuvring of the area currently laid out as Mamhead
Gardens, be approved;

(2)

that the submission of a planning application and an
application for the required marine licence be approved.

The technical study work has now progressed where sufficient
information is known about the options examined to be able to
make a clear recommendation as to which is most appropriate.

Draft meetings timetable 2014/15
The Cabinet considered the proposed timetable of meetings for the next Council
year. It followed a similar pattern to previous years other than:
 Licensing and Enforcement Sub Committee and Committee meetings being
moved to Wednesdays to avoid a potential clash with Development
Management Committee meetings on Tuesdays.
 A sufficient gap between Cabinet and Council meetings to avoid Cabinet
minutes having to be circulated after the Council minute book has been
published.
Members noted that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its last meeting had
considered the timetable with a view to possibly increasing the number of meetings
of the full Council by one per year. The Corporate Business Portfolio Holder had
asked to refer this matter to his think tank and broaden the topic to consider how
Council meetings could be reviewed to be more effective and make better use of
Councillor time. The considerations of the think tank would be reported back to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
The final version of the timetable, which if possible, to include changes to the pattern
of Housing Review Board meetings so that these could be reported earlier to
Council, would be referred to the annual meeting of the Council. Members were
recommended to approve the date of the annual meeting as 14 May 2014 (avoiding
the European elections on 22 May).
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176

*177

Draft meetings timetable 2014/15
RECOMMENDED

that the draft meetings timetable be referred for approval to the
annual meeting of the Council subject to any proposed
amendments being taken into account.

RESOLVED

that the 2014 Annual Council meeting be held on 14 May.

REASON

To meet the legal requirement to hold an Annual Meeting and
also such other meetings as necessary for the conduct of the
Council’s business in accordance with its Constitution.

Performance management report December 2013
The Cabinet considered the report of the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager setting out performance information for the 2013/14 financial year for
December 2013.
Councillors noted two indicators that were showing excellent performance and
extended their appreciation to the teams involved:
percentage of planning appeal decisions allowed against the
authority's decision to refuse
percentage of non domestic rates collected
The Portfolio Holder - Sustainable Homes & Communities referred to the Council
home rent collection statistics (99.6%) which was an excellent result, particularly in
times of economic hardship. She also advised that the Council had completed its
first Enforced Sale Procedure on a long term empty property in East Devon and
praised the team for its work on developing the relevant process and getting it right.
No performance indicators showed concern.
RESOLVED

REASON

*178

that the progress and proposed improvement action for
performance measures for the 2013/14 financial year for
December 2013 be noted.
The monthly monitoring was to highlight performance and help
identify any trends. Additional information to support this
monitoring was provided on line – SPAR performance
indicators and systems thinking measures in key service areas
– Streetscene, Housing, Development Management and
Revenues and Benefits.

Exclusion of the public
RESOLVED

that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972
and in accordance with the Local Authorities (Executive
Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information) (England)
Regulations 2012, the public (including the press) be excluded
from the meeting as exempt and private information (as set out
against each Part B agenda item), is likely to be disclosed and on
balance the public interest is in discussing the items in private
session (Part B).
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*179

Thelma Hulbert Gallery (THG) Business Plan – key decision
Due to adverse weather conditions the consultant (specialist firm in areas of culture,
social and economic development, Perfect Moment) who had prepared the Thelma
Hulbert Gallery Business Plan was unable to travel from Cornwall. The report would
be considered at the March Cabinet meeting.

180

RESOLVED

The item was deferred until the next Cabinet on 5 March 2014.

REASON

The consultant who was due to give a presentation on the
Gallery Business Plan had been obliged to cancel.

Office accommodation – next steps – key decision
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive gave an up-date on the current position –
the Council’s decision to relocate its offices, the process, drivers, how the project
was being taking forward, options and site scoring. He outlined the main issues
within the update report which included:
 Latest developments regarding the Council’s Heathpark sites
 New office options with detailed financial and non-financial analysis
Potential sites for EDDC offices had been reduced from 15 to a shortlist of 5. The
analysis of the shortlisted site options plus an ‘essential repairs only’ option (the ‘do
nothing option’) was given in detail in the report and accompanying documentation.
Cabinet was now asked to give consideration to the two highest scoring options
(Skypark and Clyst House) and make recommendations to Council. The Cabinet
took into account the key risks and mitigations set out in the report plus legal and
financial implications.
Reference was made to the recommendations of the meeting of the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee of 30 January 2014 which would be formally referred to the next
meeting of Cabinet. It was commented that the recommendations failed to reflect
information that had already been published.
Issues raised by Cabinet included:
 The Knowle offices were not fit for purpose.
 The location should provide an environment for modern service delivery.
 The public needed to be given clear reasons for the necessary move from
Knowle.
 Clyst House, Winslade Park – this was an old building with access issues
relating to its parkland location and distance from the main road network.
 The Skypark site offered easy access, it would be purpose built and would
send a positive signal about the Council across the district. Being purpose
built would mean that costs would be controlled. Should circumstances
change, it would be easier to let or sell. Skypark being viewed as a key
location for future economic development in the West of the district as well as
a suitable location for shared services.
 Honiton was a good location but economic circumstances had to be taken
into account in terms of project funding arrangements.
 Risks were identified and noted.
 The equality impact assessment which had been compiled with significant
detail and care would be used as a reference document throughout the
process.
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180

Office accommodation – next steps – key decision (continued)
 Arrangements were needed for the Council to have an appropriate presence
(including face to face contact) to meet customer needs in local towns.
 East Devon Business Centre – is this satisfying the Council’s objectives of
providing business support? A review of options was the way forward.
The preferred option of Skypark was unanimously supported by the Cabinet.
RECOMMENDED

(1)

that the further analysis provided in the report and its
attachments be noted:

(2)

that the opportunities, risks and risk management
approach inherent in the project plan and its conditions
and gateways be noted:

(3)

New Office
(a)

that the order of site preference advised in the
report (site scoring outcomes were included at
Appendix 2 to the report) and the Office
Accommodation Executive Group’s
recommendation to decide between Clyst
House, Winslade Park or Skypark be noted;

(b)

that a preferred site and acquisition costs of
Skypark- £986,000 (site) be recommended to
Council and for detailed negotiation to begin.
(Costs include Stamp Duty Land Tax but
exclude VAT);

(c)

that, subject to Council agreement, officers be
instructed to take forward the agreed option
under the continued guidance of the Executive
Group, with key future decisions being subject to
Cabinet and Council approval;

(d)

that formal approval to proceed with the
purchase be referred to Cabinet and Council –
reports to this effect are anticipated for
considered around July 2014;

(e)

that, as an immediate action, a marketing
exercise be conducted to engage developer
interest (for a amount which was disclosed at
the meeting) and ascertain the values and
variety of proposals for development on the
Knowle and Manstone Depot sites;
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180

Office accommodation – next steps – key decision (continued)
(f)

(4)

REASON
181

that further project management costs through
to completion of the Project in the sum of up to
£88,000 for professional service costs including
project management, architects, engineers and
other designers), Fees, etc (excluding VAT) be
agreed.

Heathpark
(a)

that Terrace Hill be selected as the preferred
developer for EDDC’s former SITA depot and
existing Business Centre site on Honiton
Heathpark and the Council enter into conditional
contract;

(b)

that the requirement for a replacement for East
Devon Business Centre be investigated further –
to identify and secure by purchase, if required, a
viable alternative site to develop a new Business
Centre. This investigation to include a full
review of the business support and service
provided by the Council and whether the current
provision meets the needs of new and growing
businesses within the district.

(5)

that the Deputy Chief Executive (Development,
Regeneration and Partnership), under the direction of
the Office Accommodation Executive Group, be
authorised to take forward actions in pursuit of the
above recommendations and in accordance with the
Project Gateway Plan.

(6)

that further work be carried out to investigate EDDC
presence and service provision in our coastal and
market towns to meet the needs of the local community
in the most effective and modern way;
To progress the Council’s plans to manage its assets
effectively and to deliver modern public services.

Regeneration revenue funding requirements
Members considered the report of the Principal Regeneration Project Manager
which gave an update on the financial spend on the Exmouth Regeneration projects
to date. The next phase of revenue funding (excluding the Mamhead Slipway) was
from April 2015; Members were asked to consider bringing forward a proportion of
approved budget to fund a delivery plan for the next phases of Exmouth Vision
Masterplan delivery.
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181

Regeneration revenue funding requirements (continued)
Members also noted the continued progress of Seaton Jurassic (Seaton Discovery
Centre). This was a good project for attracting funding but needed more detailed
project management.
Members of the Cabinet and the Chairman of the Council expressed their
appreciation of the regeneration work and to the teams that had driven the projects
forward.
RECOMMENDED

REASON

(1)

that progress on the Exmouth Regeneration Projects
be noted;

(2)

that the use of part of the existing Exmouth budget for
professional services to prepare a Delivery Strategy for
the next phase for Exmouth Regeneration be approved
- this will leave a shortfall in fixed costs for 2015/16;

(3)

that the requirement for an additional £50,720 revenue
funding for 2015/16 to cover the fixed costs (referred to
in (2) above), be approved;

(4)

that the Regeneration Team prepares a further report
for Cabinet later this year on the outcome of the
Delivery Strategy with recommendations for the next
phase of the delivery process and any requirements for
ongoing revenue funding;

(5)

that the progress of Seaton Jurassic (new name for
Seaton Discovery Centre) be noted;

(6)

that an additional capital budget of up to £50,000 be
made available for the Project for the appointment of a
Project Manager as detailed in paragraph 8 of the
report;

(7)

that the appointment of a Project Manager from Ward
Williams be allowed and exemption from standing
order Section 1, part 3.1 agreed for reasons given in
the report, including to allow for speed of appointment
and continuity of knowledge and information.
To enable the Exmouth Regeneration Projects and
Seaton Jurassic to progress.
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182

Leisure East Devon Joint Working Group
Members received and considered the notes of a meeting of the Leisure East Devon
Joint Working Group which had met on 22 January 2014.
RECOMMENDED

RESOLVED

REASON

(1)

that a £120k LED investment proposal for Exmouth
Pavilion be supported, subject to legal advice;

(2)

that a £1.45 Public Works Loan Board loan for works to
Exmouth Leisure Centre be agreed, subject to legal
advice and subject to all loan and interest repayment
costs being met by LED;

(1)

that a full and detailed report on possible options in
respect of the Ocean Bowling Centre be reported to a
future meeting of Cabinet.

Exmouth Pavilion – to enable the facility to be up-graded to
achieve additional revenue and help reduce the increasing
need for subsidy.
Exmouth Leisure Centre – to provide financing arrangements
so that the Centre could be improved.

Chairman .......................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

Minutes of a Meeting of the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee held
at Knowle, Sidmouth on 21 November 2013
Present:

Tim Wood (Chairman)
Graham Troman (Vice Chairman)
Peter Bowden
David Chapman
Maddy Chapman
Deborah Custance Baker
Vivien Duval Steer
Roger Giles
Peter Halse
John Humphreys

David Key
Frances Newth
John O’Leary
Brenda Taylor
Chris Wale
Steve Wragg

Officers:
Andrew Ennis, Environmental Health and Parking Services Manager
Paul Deakin, Waste & Recycling Manager
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Tim Harris – Area Manager Streetscene East
Andrew Harris – Area Manager Streetscene West
Debbie Meakin, Democratic Services Officer
Also Present

Councillors:
Peter Burrows
Iain Chubb
David Cox
Alan Dent
Paul Diviani
Christine Drew
Graham Godbeer

Apologies:

Committee Members:
Mike Allen
Derek Button
Sheila Kerridge
Eileen Wragg
Claire Wright

Tony Howard
Stephanie Jones
Pauline Stott
Phil Twiss
Tom Wright

Ray Bloxham
Jill Elson
Steve Hall
Andrew Moulding
Ian Thomas

The meeting started at 6:30pm and ended at 8.40pm.
*39

Public Question Time
There were no questions from the public at this part of the meeting.

*40

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on 24
October 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.
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*41

Consultation on Local Flood Risk Management Strategy for Devon
The Chairman welcomed Martin Hutchings and Jessica Bott from Devon County
Council to discuss with the Committee the pending consultation on the Local Flood
Risk Management Strategy for Devon.
The consultation begins on the 27 November 2013 for two months and Members
were encouraged to read the Strategy and submit their comments. The strategy,
worked on with several partner agencies, covered:
Legislation
Risk management responsibilities
Flood risk data and relevant documents
Investment and funding opportunities
Planning controls (SuDS)
Watercourse regulation
Emergency planning and flood response
Environmental impact and equality
Action plan
Members raised issues including:
Devon County Council Highways recent decision to revise gully clearing. In
response, Mr Hutchings reassured Members that no gullies would be ignored
but there would be more targeted clearing of those areas that needed it
most, providing clearing on a more frequent basis, whilst others would be
cleared less often because they did not require it. Overall some reduction in
clearing had to be made due to budget pressures;
Flood funding opportunities continued to reduce due to the criteria being set
for covering a large number of homes. Partnership funding was the only way
forward where some local communities had to put towards funding costs
(match funding of sorts) to realise local flood alleviation schemes;
Land management continued to be a key factor in helping to alleviate run off
from surrounding agricultural land onto roads;
SuDS approval body may need to be in place by April 2014 but this was not
yet officially confirmed;
Reference to a DEFRA select committee report recommendation. Many
reports had been produced on flooding and the strategy consisted of a
number of elements brought by the partners involved;
Insurance issues for flood affected homes were being addressed where
individuals were now able to get insurance, but in future this may become a
market feature of a home;
In response to a question on the effectiveness of the consultation period over
the Christmas holiday, Mr Hutchings felt that an eight-week period was
sufficient.
The Chairman thanked the County representatives for their attendance and
encouraged Members to consider and respond to the consultation on the Strategy.

*42

Car Park Management Review
The Committee had indentified the report on car park management from the
Cabinet agenda for discussion prior to consideration by Cabinet.
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*42

Car Park Management Review (continued)
Richard Eley, from Sidmouth, quoted a number of increased tariffs and how
increases had affected the local economy. He asked Members, in considering the
proposals, to respect the needs of local businesses and residents in keeping
charges low.
Angela Yarwood, from Budleigh in Business, commented that some improvements
to the proposals had been made, but felt that the proposal to drop the all day winter
charge and replace with the higher summer charge was not suitable and would
affect local businesses and residents. She asked for more consultation with local
people before tariffs were finalised.
In response to the public comments, the Environmental Health and Parking
Services Manager outlined research that showed the primary concern of a car park
user was the location and availability of space, with the cost being a secondary
consideration. Shopping trips were also at a two-hour maximum, based on ticket
sales, so a change to the tariff for over a three-hour period would not be affecting
those using the car park to undertake a two-hour shopping trip. He reiterated the
continuing commitment to obtain a balance between a reasonable charge with the
need to provide an income element that contributed significantly to the Council’s
budget.
The Committee discussed some aspects of the District’s car parks, including:
Agreement with many of the recommendations in the report;
Not introducing a large increase to the tariff at Sidford car park;
Biggest problem for high street shops was competition from internet sales,
not the price of car parking;
Consideration of a concession for some car parks for the run up to Christmas
in order to boost high street use during the winter afternoons, which were
often quiet;
Maer Road car park and Land Train initiative needed supporting and
therefore a cheaper tariff would be more beneficial to help the initiative
develop initially;
Take up of the trial tariffs were disappointing;
The need to consider longer parking times for train users;
Spaces of correct size with higher charge needed for motor home parking to
encourage visitors to the Towns;
High Street Task and Finish Forum findings were still valid.
RECOMMENDATION: that a policy be drafted for motor home parking to clarify
where motor homes can park, including the provision in
some East Devon car parks of motor home spaces of
adequate size at a higher tariff than a standard vehicle; and
clarity on overnight parking .

*43

Portfolio Holder Update - Environment
The Chairman welcomed the Portfolio Holder for Environment back to the
Committee for part two of his update, this time covering the Streetscene service.
Members discussed the service, with points of discussion including:
New East Devon App for reporting broken bins or missed collection;
Water saving measures for public toilets – this had been undertaken some
time ago using “hippos”;
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*43

Portfolio Holder Update – Environment (continued)
The fact that the Housing Revenue Account paid grounds maintenance for
gardens and land relating to housing stock. A grounds maintenance task
and finish forum was underway to review this arrangement;
Bus shelter options varied – attempts were for a company to take on some
Exmouth shelters, funded by including advertising boards, but the company
has not followed up. Some towns, such as Seaton, pay for cleaning of
shelters themselves;
The installation of recycling bins on Exmouth seafront should be considered.
Trial at Sidmouth had proved unsuccessful and another trial in another
location may be considered;
Food waste continues at same level of 5.5 to 6 tonnes per year;
Recycling containers have been improved in design and duty but some
factors still impacting on durability of bins;
Trial with Keep Britain Tidy initiative had failed because of unknown
individuals cleaning up overnight.
The Members voiced their support of the Streetscene service particularly relating to
how quickly and efficiently they responded to issues, and the quality of their work.

*44

Fees and Charges Task and Finish Forum Final Report
The Chairman presented the final report of the Fees and Charges task and finish
forum, outlining the remaining recommendations for consideration in the draft
budget process. The recommended charge for a woodland burial had been
amended to be the same fee as an exclusive burial.
RECOMMENDATION:

(1)

Introduce new charging regime for legal services
recovery of costs from third parties from 2014/15
(already partially introduced for 2013/14);

(2)

that the Manor Pavilion Steering Group agree a
venue hire increase for the facilities at the Manor
Pavilion Theatre at 5% for 2014/15;

(3)

Increase in parking permit price for EDDC’s car
parks; along with further promotion of the permits to
boost take up;

(4)

Increase Cemetery Fees for 2014/15 as follows:
Woodland burial plot from £415 to £850

(5)

Retain the current Street name and numbering
charge at £129 for 2014/15 due to its higher level
than many neighbouring authorities;

(6)

that review of the Council’s assets and their
associated charges be completed as a priority, as
the Forum felt work on this was not progressing
quickly enough and there is scope to increase
income from those assets;
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*44

Fees and Charges Task and Finish Forum Final Report (continued)
(7)

that the Policy proposed on Fees and Charges be
recommended for adoption by Council.

*45

Quarterly Monitoring of Performance – Second quarter 2014/15
The quarterly report was noted. Further reports were provided on two indicators
showing problems to inform Members of the action taken to resolve the issues.

*46

Budget Scrutiny Task and Finish Forum
The notes from the last TaFF meeting held on 7 November 2013 were noted.

*47

Overview and Scrutiny Forward Plan
A report on ICT Shared Services would be presented to the Committee in the spring
of next year prior to Cabinet consideration on a decision to proceed. The plan was
noted.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

Minutes of a Special Meeting of the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee held
at Knowle, Sidmouth on 15 January 2014
Present:

Tim Wood (Chairman)
Graham Troman (Vice Chairman)
David Chapman
Maddy Chapman
Vivien Duval Steer
Roger Giles
Peter Halse
John Humphreys
Sheila Kerridge

Also Present

Apologies:

Frances Newth
Brenda Taylor
Eileen Wragg
Claire Wright

Officers:
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Laurelie Gifford, Financial Services Manager
John Golding, Head of Housing
Nigel Harrison, Economic Development Manager
Karen Jenkins, Corporate Manager Organisational Development
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Debbie Meakin, Democratic Services Officer
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Manager Legal, Licensing &
Democratic Services
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Councillors:
Stephanie Jones
Ray Bloxham
Ken Potter
Peter Burrows
Pauline Stott
David Cox
Ian Thomas
Paul Diviani
Phil Twiss
Christine Drew
Jill Elson
Graham Godbeer
Committee Members:
Mike Allen
Derek Button
David Key
John O’Leary
Chris Wale
Steve Wragg

Geoff Chamberlain
Tony Howard
Tom Wright

The meeting started at 10.00am and ended at 11.14am.
*48

Public Question Time
There were no questions from the public at this part of the meeting.
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*49

Declarations
Councillor/
Officer
Jill Elson

Minute
number
51

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest

Frances
Newth

51

Personal

Member of Manor Pavilion Steering Group

Community Transport Chairman

*50

Budget Task and Finish Forum Notes of 11 December 2013
The notes taken from the Forum meeting on 11 December 2013 were noted.

*51

Draft Budget and Service Plans for 2014/15
The Head of Finance took the Committee through the prepared Cabinet report on
the draft budget for 2014/15. He reminded them of the work, over the past few
months, of the Budget Working Party, the Fees and Charges Task and Finish
Forum, and the Budget Task and Finish Forum. Portfolio Holder savings had been
indentified and shared with the Committee in September, and changes in charges
had also previously been agreed by the Cabinet. These changes and other
proposals, assuming taking a settlement for a council tax freeze, provided an
improved budget with an approximate £72K surplus that would benefit the 2015/16
budget position.
Portfolio Holder savings listed met with agreement of the Committee. Savings
included indentified areas towards the 2015/16 budget.
A further report on measures for the 2016/17 budget, which still had a predicted
shortfall, would come before the Committee and the Cabinet in due course.
Specific queries on the budget were raised by the Committee and by other
members present, including:
£200K for 2014/15 and 2015/16 for relocation project management. These
figures were challenged by some Members as excessive and on the grounds
that they did not reflect any identified expenditure. The sums were explained
as an initial estimate of costs placed as a marker in the event of a decision to
relocate the offices which if approved was within the timeframe of the forward
capital programme. These sums were offset in the programme by an
assumed capital receipt, and shown in the capital programme if the project
was agreed. Other Members felt it was prudent to indicate possible
expenditure related to the probability of relocation. The Chairman reminded
the Committee that the relocation project was still to be authorised by the
Cabinet and Council.
While there was funding for legal action that needed to be taken against
those removing protected trees, there was no indication of income resulting
for the Council. It was pointed out that, whilst some of the legal costs can be
recovered, fines given to developers are paid to the Government rather than
the local authority.
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*51

Draft Budget and Service Plans for 2014/15 (continued)
Civic expenses showed a significant increase. It was pointed out that civic
secretarial and administrative costs had previously rather inaccurately been
charged against other activities. Thus, the change shown reflected a
correction in accounting procedures for officer administration time for
Chairman related work with a reduction in budget for the same amount under
other employee sections. The actual proposed expenditure overall showed
no actual increase, only more accurate accounting.
There appeared to be no decrease in the budget for public halls despite the
removal of the Elizabeth Hall in Exmouth. It was indicated that an increase
in business rates and depreciation were among factors leading to the
proposed budget. The Chairman also reminded members that the LED
working group, that was just getting underway, would lead to a review of
some of these expenditures.
Reduction in homelessness budget at a time when many facing hardship in
the current economic climate – the ongoing reduction in this budget was
clarified as a clear success story, brought about by proactive work by the
service, and changes in the service to reduce costs – an example being no
longer using expensive and ineffective bed and breakfast accommodation. It
was also pointed out that the proposed figures were estimates and the
expenditure was, in fact, demand driven, with no budgetary constraint.
Reduction in refuse and recycling – this was due to an improved contract for
recycled items which had resulted in increased income for recycled
materials.
Reduction in flood defence maintenance – the decrease over the previous
was due to one off items of expenditure, which were now excluded from the
budget. The Chief Executive assured the Committee that, should
circumstances arise, necessary works would be carried out and the budget
adjusted accordingly;
In relation to the budget for bus shelters, it was clarified that the budget only
covers monitoring of shelters and any action required to deal with unsafe
shelters, including their possible removal. Council owned shelters were no
longer replaced.
RECOMMENDATION: that the Draft Revenue and Capital Estimates be
recommended to Council for adoption.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Housing Review Board held at
Knowle, Sidmouth on 9 January 2014
Present:

Councillors:
Pauline Stott (Chairman)
Douglas Hull
Jim Knight
Peter Sullivan
Co-opted tenant members:
Sue Saunders (Vice chairman)
Mike Berridge
Victor Kemp
John Powley
Co-opted independent community representative:
Julie Adkin
Officers:
Dennis Boobier, Housing Needs and Strategy Manager
Amy Gilbert, Housing Support Services Manager
John Golding, Head of Housing
Peter Richards, Rental Manager
Giles Salter, Solicitor
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer
Mandy White, Housing Accountant

Also present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani – Leader
Jill Elson - Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes and
Communities
Stephanie Jones – Deputy Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes
and Communities
Phil Twiss – Portfolio Holder for Corporate Services
Tenant:
Eric Howard, Tenant Scrutiny Panel

Apologies

Councillors:
Susie Bond (board member)
Steve Gazzard
Tenant member:
Pat Rous
Co-opted independent community representative:
Rob Finch

The meeting started at 6.00pm and ended at 8.45pm.
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*49

Public question time
There were no questions raised by members of the public.
Councillor Douglas Hull requested that consideration be given to the letter sent to
bereaved tenants, following the death of a joint tenant. He felt that the letter could
be more sympathetic and appear ‘friendlier’ to the recipient. The Housing Needs
and Strategy Manager agreed to discuss this with Councillor Hull outside of the
meeting.

*50

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Housing Review Board held on 7 November
2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.
Councillor Jim Knight did not agree with the accuracy of minute 38 – Home
Safeguard rebranding exercise – and the board discussed whether they had
previously agreed both the logo and the wording, or just the logo itself. Some
members were concerned that the proposed wording with the logo was not suitable
so it was agreed that the chairman, vice chairman, Councillor Knight, and the
officers would meet outside of the board meeting to consider the exact wording for
the logo.
RECOMMENDED:

*51

Declarations of interest
Board
Member
Sue
Saunders
Douglas Hull

*52

that the chairman, vice chairman, Councillor Knight, and relevant
officers would meet to agree the exact wording for the Home
Safeguard logo.

Minute
number

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest

Personal

Sister lives in a Council owned property.

Jim Knight

Personal

Mike Berridge

Personal

Peter Sullivan

Personal

Daughter lives in a Council owned
property. He was also a Devon County
Council Councillor.
Family member lives in a Council owned
property.
Sheltered housing tenant.

Sheltered housing tenant.

Older persons targeted support
The Chairman agreed for this item to be moved up the agenda at the request of the
Housing Support Services Manager.
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*52

Older persons targeted support (cont’d)
The report brought the board up to date with recent developments and emerging
issues with regard to the future of older persons targeted support in Devon, and
outlined options for the future of the service. It looked likely that mobile support
officer services would be put out to tender by Devon County Council (DCC) and the
Head of Housing indicated the probable journey that the council was likely to take.
It was agreed that it was sensible to prepare to be able to submit a bid to win the
tender in East Devon at the very least and to be in a good financial position to be
able to deliver the bid competitively.
The HRB would be kept informed of what was happening and details of the tender
specification and bid proposals would be brought to the board before being
submitted. A lot would depend on the specification devised for the eligibility criteria.
EDDC had put in a plea to DCC not to raise the eligibility limit too high in order to
save costs.
It had been suggested to DCC that they should consult with the service users. It
was also suggested that DCC should consult with the GP commissioning board,
who would be concerned about the criteria and where the gaps would be filled.
Board members were concerned that the level of support received would deteriorate
and that vulnerable people would not continue to receive the level of the support
they needed. It was felt that it was illogical to have different landlord and support
providers. Another concern was that a company from outside the area, with no
local base could win the contract. It was also felt that a Devon county wide
standard would not work and needed to be more local.
It was noted that there would be implications for Home Safeguard if EDDC lost its
bid to continue providing support to its tenants.
RECOMMENDED:

1 that consideration be given to the issues presented within the
report.
2 that officers prepare as best they can and feed comments on
the consultation proposals back to DCC.
3 that the current support service be maintained in house and
alternative options considered.
4 that a further report be brought to the board once the detailed
service specification was known.

*53

Housing review board forward plan
The Head of Housing presented the forward plan. Two further reports were added
to the forward plan for the March 2014 meeting. These were:
A report on the proposed changes to the right to buy scheme recently
announced by the government.
A report on repairs timescales from the Housing Needs and Strategy
Manager.
RESOLVED:

that the updated forward plan be noted.
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*54

Draft housing service plan 2014/15
The board received the Head of Housing’s report which presented the draft service
plan for the housing service covering the period 2014-15.
The service plan was produced annually and set out the key achievements over the
past year and the forthcoming issues to be faced by the service. A range of service
improvements were identified, performance data reported, consultation proposals
outlined, budget information provided, and so forth.
No radical changes were proposed in the service plan, which had an emphasis on
steady and continuous improvement. A list of key achievements in 2013/14 was
included in the plan and noted by the board. A number of issues were raised by
board members and answered by officers during the meeting.
The Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes and Communities stated that she
thought it was an excellent report and that some significant improvements had been
made.
RECOMMENDED:

*55

that the housing service plan for 2014/15 be approved.

Draft housing revenue account 2014/15
The Head of Housing’s report provided the board with details of the draft housing
revenue account (HRA) for 2014/15. The account showed the main areas of
anticipated income and expenditure on landlord activities for the year ahead.
Producing a HRA was a statutory requirement for councils who managed their own
housing stock, and was a key document for the board to influence.
2012/13 saw the major reform to social housing finance and a move to selffinancing, which involved the Council taking on debt rather than paying a subsidy to
government from tenants’ rents. As a result a healthy HRA balance was showing
going into the new financial year. The budget had been produced in accordance
with housing revenue account business plan assumptions.
The council had a timetable for the production of its budgets for 2014/15, which
involved the development of draft estimates and scrutiny by various member and
officer groups. This report presented an opportunity for the HRB to input into this
process.
The Head of Housing reported that the business plan was working as expected.
Among other things it had allowed the acquisition of new property and the
recruitment of additional staff. Rent management performance was excellent. No
dramatic changes were proposed and a healthy outturn position was shown. It was
noted that a further £65,000 would be added to the existing £50,000 already in the
budget for asbestos removal work.
The Head of Housing thanked the Housing Accountant for her help in preparing the
budget and for monitoring income and expenditure. Those present raised some
questions relating to the HRA, which the officers answered during the meeting.
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*55

Draft housing revenue account 2014/15 (cont’d)
The Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes and Communities commented that the
HRA was in excellent health and that the service was doing very well. She
highlighted the amount of money that was being spent into the local economy,
especially through the use of Skinners and MD contractors.
RECOMMENDED:

*56

that the housing revenue account for 2014/15 be approved.

Voluntary code for self-financed housing revenue account
The Head of Housing’s report presented the voluntary code for a self financed HRA,
recently produced by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy in
collaboration with the Chartered Institute of Housing. The report suggested that the
council adopt the principles and provisions of the code as good practice.
The board thanked the housing teams for the excellent jobs they were doing.
RECOMMENDED:

*57

that the principles and provisions of the voluntary code for a self
financed housing revenue account be approved.

HRA financial monitoring report 2013/14 – month 8 November
The board received a report from Head of Housing, presented on behalf of the
Housing Accountant giving a summary of the overall financial position on the
housing revenue account (HRA), HRA capital programme and the business plan for
2013/14 at the end of month eight (November 2013). Regular monitoring would
highlight any areas of concern or unforeseen expenditure in the HRA and
associated capital programme and enable corrective action to be taken as required.
Any significant variances would be reflected in the business plan.
Current monitoring indicated that:
The housing revenue account balance would be maintained at or above the
adopted level.
The position on the HRA business plan remained in a healthy position.
The Housing Accountant highlighted one variation in the HRA which was
contribution to capital for the purchase of four flats in Exmouth.
RESOLVED:

that the variances identified as part of the HRA revenue and
capital monitoring process up to month eight be acknowledged.
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*58

Housing rents – systems thinking review
The board had received a presentation and report from the rental manager on the
findings of a systems thinking review of day to day rent account management for
tenants. The report highlighted the findings of the ‘check’ phase and also identified
the challenges ahead and a possible option to shape the future of the rents team.
Due to the high performance of rental income collection and high levels of tenant
satisfaction the outcome of the review was to make only minor changes and to
continue with managing rents in the same efficient way.
The Rental Manager and his team were thanked for all the work they did in
achieving such remarkable rent collection performance.
RESOLVED:

*59

that the findings of the systems thinking review of day to day rent
account management for council tenants be noted.

Preventing tenancy fraud
The Head of Housing’s report built on the council’s approach to preventing tenancy
fraud and considered a recent good practice document published by the chartered
institute of housing.
RECOMMENDED:

*60

that regard be had to the chartered institute of housing’s good
practice advice on tackling tenancy fraud when implementing
local policy and practice.

Downsizing and mutual exchange
Following a report on downsizing at the board meeting on 7 November 2013, board
members asked for clarification of the downsizing and mutual exchange processes
to be provided in plain English for mutual approval by the board. The Housing
Needs and Strategy Manager’s report set out the current information available to
the public and asked the board to consider any changes to the wording that might
be necessary.
After much debate it was voted that the downsizing policy wording would remain as
it was, without the addition of paper application forms being available on request.
The only amendment that would be made was under the heading ‘what if my current
property is adapted to meet my special needs?’ Here it was agreed that the word
‘will’ would be changed to ‘may’ so that the paragraph would read ‘If your current
property has adaptations to enable you to live there, we may need you to move to a
property that has already been adapted to suit your needs’.
RECOMMENDED:

1 that the wording of the existing leaflet, tenant handbook and
website information for downsizing be agreed, subject to
changing ‘will’ to ‘may’ under the heading ‘what if my current
property is adapted to meet my special needs?’.
2 that the wording of the existing leaflet, tenant handbook and
website information for mutual exchanges be agreed.

Chairman …………………………………..

Date ……………………………………..
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Tuesday 10 December 2013
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chairman)
David Key (Vice Chairman)
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Peter Burrows
Geoff Chamberlain
Alan Dent
Vivien Duval Steer
Tony Howard
Mike Howe
Ben Ingham
Geoff Pook
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson

Also
present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani
Roger Giles
Andrew Moulding
Chris Wale

Officers:

Carol Austin, Communications & Promotions Officer, Regeneration
(AM only)
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive (AM only)
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal and Democratic Services Manager
Lisa Timberlake, Development Surveyor (AM only)
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Committee Members
Non-Committee Member
Councillors:
Councillor David Cox
Martin Gammell
Ken Potter
The meeting commenced at 10am and ended at 4.35pm.
Apologies:

*39

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Development Management Committee held on 12
November 2013 were agreed and signed as a true record.
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*40

Planning appeal statistics
The Committee received and noted the report of the Development Manager setting
out appeals recently lodged and decided.
The Committee’s attention was drawn to the one appeal allowed at Little Churchill,
Whimple. The appeal was against the Council’s decision to refuse to discharge a
condition related to the type of roof lights to be installed in the buildings on the grant
of planning permission. The Inspector had overruled the Council’s conservation
reason and concluded that the special architectural and historic interest of the listed
building would be preserved.

*41

Delegated powers to amend Section 106 Agreements
The Development Management Committee at their September meeting had resolved
to grant outline planning permission for the construction of 20 dwellings on land south
of Broadway in Woodbury. This was subject to the applicant entering into a Section
106 Agreement to secure the provision of among other matters an education
contribution; a formal decision would not be issued until the Section 106 Agreement
was completed. However since that meeting Devon County Council had formally
withdrawn its request for a financial contribution towards primary education
infrastructure. Therefore the earlier resolution needed to be amended as it would be
unreasonable for the education contribution to be included within the Agreement.
The Development Manager advised that the Broadway application had highlighted
that the Council’s Constitution did not currently include delegated powers for Officers
to amend the planning obligations if the relevant body withdrew its request for the
contribution. It was considered unnecessary for the Committee to reconsider such
matters and so a further resolution was sought to give officers delegated authority to
deal with similar requests in future.
During discussion about the report, concern was raised that the wording of the
second recommendation seeking delegated powers for the Head of Economy to
amend Section 106 Agreements was too broad. In response the Development
Manager clarified that the delegated powers being sought were not intended to
capture viability issues. Members felt it was important for the Chairman and the
relevant Ward Member(s) be consulted prior to any amendment being made to a
Section 106 Agreement.
RESOLVED:

that Devon County Council’s request to withdraw from
financial contributions towards primary education
infrastructure as part of the Section 106 Agreement
currently being drawn up for the approved application for
20 houses on land south of Broadway in Woodbury
(13/1231/MOUT) be agreed.
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*41

Delegated powers to amend Section 106 Agreements cont...
RESOLVED:

*42

that delegated powers be granted to the Head of
Economy to agree to requests from external bodies and
council departments, in consultation with the Chairman of
Development Management Committee and the relevant
Ward Member(s), to withdraw requests for planning
obligations where these have previously been a
requirement of a resolution of the council but have not yet
formed part of an engrossed Section 106 agreement and
the relevant body or council department no longer
consider it to be necessary.
No amendments as a result of viability issues to be
considered under the delegated powers.

Applications for Planning Permission and matters for determination
RESOLVED:

that the applications before the Committee be determined as set
out in Schedule 7 – 2013/2014.

The following declarations of interest were made during consideration of the
applications:
Councillor/
Application
Type of interest
Nature of interest
Officer
Ref. / Minute
number
Cllr Geoff
*40
Personal Interest
Involved in the
Pook
(remained in the
construction industry
Chamber for the
debate and vote)
Cllr Alan Dent 13/2304/FUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Budleigh Salterton
Town Councillor

Cllr Mark
Williamson

13/1230/MFUL
13/1819/MOUT
13/2003/FUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Exmouth Town
Councillor

Vivien Duval
Steer

13/1230/MFUL
13/1819/MOUT
13/2003/FUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Exmouth Town
Councillor

Cllr Peter
Sullivan

13/1817/MFUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Landowner is known
to the Councillor
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*42

Applications for Planning Permission and matters for determination
cont...
Cllr Atkins

13/1970/OUT

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Clerk to Newton
Poppleford and
Harpford Parish
Council

Cllr David
Key

13/2061/FUL

Disclosable Pecuniary
Interest (left the
Chamber during
debate and vote)

Councillor is the
applicant

Cllr Paul
Diviani

13/0490/FUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate but did not
vote)

Chairman of the
Blackdown Hills
AONB Partnership

Cllr Roger
Giles

13/0496/MFUL
& 13/0497/LBC

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate but did not
vote)

Governor of Kings
School

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Special Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Tuesday 17 December 2013
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chairman)
David Key (Vice Chairman)
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Peter Burrows
Geoff Chamberlain
Vivien Duval Steer
Tony Howard
Mike Howe
Ben Ingham
Geoff Pook
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson

Also
present:

Councillors:
Suzie Bond
Roger Giles
Graham Godbeer
Andrew Moulding
Claire Wright

Officers:

Matt Dickins, Planning Policy Manager
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal and Democratic Services Manager
Linda Renshaw, Senior Planning Officer (Planning Officer)
Claire Rodway, Senior Planning Officer (Planning Officer)
Ross Sutherland, Planning Officer (Planning Officer)
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Committee Members
Councillors:
Alan Dent
Martin Gammell
Ken Potter

Non-Committee Members:
Councillor Ray Bloxham

The meeting commenced at 2.00pm and ended at 4.58pm.
*43

Declarations of Interest
The Chairman invited the Corporate Legal and Democratic Services Manager to offer
guidance on the types of interests Members should declare to comply with the
Council’s Code of Conduct.
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*43

44

Declarations of Interest cont...
The following declarations of interest were made:
Councillor
Item/Minute number
Type of
interest

Nature of interest

Cllr Geoff
Pook

*45 - Draft East Devon
Personal
Villages Development Plan interest
Document for public
consultation

Beer Parish
Councillor

Cllr Mike
Howe

*45 - Draft East Devon
Personal
Villages Development Plan interest
Document for public
consultation

Owner of a Post
Office and local
stores in the village of
Clyst St Mary

Cllr David
Atkins

*45 - Draft East Devon
Personal
Villages Development Plan interest
Document for public
consultation

Clerk to Newton
Poppleford and
Harpford and Offwell
Parish Councils

Cllr Claire
Wright

*45 - Draft East Devon
Villages Development Plan
Document for public
consultation

Parents owned a
property which was
near to a site
identified in the
Village Development
Plan in West Hill

Cllr Roger
Giles

*45 - Draft East Devon
Personal
Villages Development Plan interest
Document for public
consultation

Personal
interest
(left the
Chamber
when the
Committee
discussed
West Hill)

Ottery St Mary Town
Councillor

Proposed revisions to Local Development Scheme
At its special meeting on 7 May 2013 the Committee had endorsed a revised Local
Development Scheme (LDS) which set out the timetable for producing future policy
documents. The Council had a statutory duty to produce and maintain the LDS. The
Committee considered the Planning Policy Manager’s report highlighting updates to
the approved LDS to reflect progress made on the Local Plan (including the Planning
Inspector’s announcement that the Examination Oral Hearing sessions would start on
11 February 2014), Villages Development Plan Document (DPD) and Community
Infrastructure Levy, as well as noting revised timetables for Planning Obligation DPD
and Gypsy and Traveller DPD production.
The Corporate Legal and Democratic Services Manager clarified that under the
Council’s Constitution, the full Council was responsible for approving the revised
LDS. The revised LDS before Members was an updated version of the already
approved LDS.
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44

Proposed revisions to Local Development Scheme cont…
RESOLVED: that delegated authority be granted to the Planning Policy
Manager to make minor changes to the Local Development
Scheme in order to correct factual, spelling and
grammatical errors and to include website addresses.
RECOMMENDATION: that the Development Management Committee
recommends the revised Local Development Scheme to
Council for approval with effect from 27 February 2014.

*45

Draft East Devon Villages Development Plan Document for public
consultation
The Committee considered the Planning Policy Manager’s report seeking authority to
consult on the proposed Villages Development Plan Document (or Villages Plan)
circulated with the agenda. The Local Plan, which was currently at Examination,
covered the main policy issues, including the scale of development (number of
houses) proposed for villages in East Devon. The key task of the Villages DPD was
to set out proposed policy for development in East Devon villages, including in
respect of proposed Built-up Area Boundaries and proposed allocation sites for the
proposed scale of development.
The proposed consultation draft of the Villages DPD was the result of many months
of consultation with Parish Councils across East Devon. As well as identifying
preferred sites for development it also included information about alternatives which
had been considered and some general information about each specific village – it
was not intended that this information would be included in the final draft of the
document but it was felt to be helpful for the purposes of the initial consultation. In a
couple of cases it had not been possible to identify a preferred site within a village
and reasons for this were explained in the Document. The consultation would be an
opportunity for landowners and Parish Councils to submit additional evidence to
support why a particular site was suitable.
The minor amendments proposed to Built-up Area Boundaries were advised to be
primarily to remove areas from the boundaries where it was unlikely that
development would help to contribute to sustainable forms and patterns of growth.
Members’ agreement was sought to carry out consultation on the Villages DPD
starting early January 2014 and ending on 10 March 2014. It was intended that
following this initial consultation a feedback report would be brought back to
Committee for consideration before the final publication of the draft Villages DPD was
put out for consultation. Revisions to the draft would need to take account of the
report of the Inspector examining the emerging Local Plan as his recommendations
could have implications to the Villages Plan.
The Planning Policy Manager drew the Committee’s attention to the addendum
report circulated to Members prior to the meeting. This report corrected a number of
anomalies in the Village DPD. Members were asked to email any further anomalies
they noticed directly to the Planning Policy Manager; the Document would then be
corrected.
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*45

Draft East Devon Villages Development Plan Document for public
consultation cont...
In response to questions raised by Members of the Committee, the Planning Policy
Manager clarified the following:
Figures contained within the Villages DPD were consistent with the village
allocation figures in the Local Plan.
Allocation sites identified in the Village DPD and Local Plan gave the Council
a 5 year housing land supply (plus 20%). The Council at the present time did
not have a 5 year housing land supply (plus 20%).
Permissions granted from March 2012 counted towards the allocation figures
for settlements in the Local Plan.
The adoption of the Local Plan and Village DPD provided the Council with
strong policy grounds for refusing development outside Built-up Area
Boundaries. However until that time and without a 5 year housing land (plus
20%) the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) looked favorably on
developments which were acceptable in other ways.
Following examination of the Local Plan the Inspector could recommend
changes to the allocation figures. For those villages where it had not at this
stage been possible to identify a preferred site, due to sites put forward being
unsuitable or a lack of information on them, it might be possible for the
allocation figure to be delivered through an exceptions site.
Chairman of Parish/Town Councils had been invited to make a 3 minute
representation to the Committee on the proposals for their particular village/s. The
Committee heard from the following Councils: Aylesbeare; Brampford Speke;
Branscombe; Dunkeswell; Offwell; Ottery St Mary (West Hill, Alfington and Tipton St
John; Rockbeare). The Planning Policy Manager read out representations on behalf
of Broadhembury and Talaton Parish Councils as they had been unable to send a
representative to the meeting; changes to those village chapters were agreed as a
result. The Chairman thanked speakers for their contributions and asked that the
representations be sent in as a consultation response.
The Chairman took the Committee through the draft Village DPD on a chapter by
chapter basis and Committee Members and Ward Members present were invited to
make comment if required.

RESOLVED:

1. that delegated authority be granted to the Planning
Policy Manager to make minor changes to the draft
Villages Development Plan Document (Villages
Plan) in order to correct factual, spelling and
grammatical errors and insert website addresses.
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*45

Draft East Devon Villages Development Plan Document for public
consultation cont...
2. that authority be granted to undertake public
consultation on the draft Villages Development
Plan Document (Villages Plan) following
amendments to the Document as set out in 1
above and the following additional amendments:
Chapters to include the allocation housing
figure for that particular village;
Chapter 4 - A snapshot of permissions
already granted for each village since
March 2012 to be included in the table
(4.2);
Chapter 15, Broadhembury – the whole of
site C319 to form the proposed allocation
site, rather than part of the site;
Chapter 43, Talaton – Include the
representation submitted by Talaton Parish
Council in the ‘Parish feedback and
preferred choice’ column.
3. that the changes proposed in the circulated
addendum report be incorporated into the Villages
Document Plan and therefore part of the
consultation document;
4. that consultation on the Villages Development
Plan Document run until 10 March 2014.

46

Public speaking and future agenda management
At the Annual Council meeting in May 2013 Members agreed for the Standards
Committee to consider public speaking issues further and make recommendations to
Council. The Standards Committee at its meeting on 9 October the Committee had
made the following recommendations:
1. that due to the length of recent Development Management Committee
meetings, Members of that Committee be asked to consider future agenda
and meeting management.
2. that the proposed change to the public speaking arrangements for
Development Management Committee to introduce public and non-committee
speaking on policy agenda items, as endorsed by the (Standards) Committee,
be referred to Development Management Committee for consideration prior to
being recommended to Council.
The Committee considered the Development Manager’s report which provided
advice on the issues raised by the Standards Committee and put forward
recommendations/options for Members’ consideration.
The Development Manager explained each of the recommendations and reasons
behind them. The intention was not to restrict public speaking at Committee
meetings. Introducing pre-registration of speakers before the draft stage of the
agenda process was intended to help aid Officers and the Chairman of the
Committee to structure and manage agendas and meetings. This was an attempt to
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46

Public speaking and future agenda management cont...
avoid overly long meetings where members of the public had in the past had to wait
up to 7 hours for an application to be heard.
The Chairman drew the Committees’ attention to the table within the report showing
the speaking arrangements of other local authorities in Devon; all limited the number
of speakers that could support or object to an application.
The Committee discussed the report and recommendations at length. Issues and
comments included:
Public speaking was an important part of the decision making process, helping
the Committee to understand the issues related to an application;
Recommendations created a barrier to public participation at meetings –
should be aiming to involve the public more in the planning process not less;
Not possible for people who do not know each other to elect a spokesperson;
Officer and Member contributions to meetings could be shortened;
Public have the opportunity to comment on applications at an early stage and
comments are summarised in Committee reports, therefore Committee
Members are aware of the local issues and objections;
Avoid leaving matters up to the Chairman’s discretion – grey area. Clear
processes required;
Defer a review public speaking arrangements and agenda management
issues until after the Local Plan has been adopted as it was believed that the
number of applications received would then be reduced;
Increasing the number of Committee meetings would have a considerable
impact on Officer resource and would have a cost implication. Applications
have to be considered within a target date to avoid appeals against nondetermination;
Repetition of speakers (public and Member) needs to be managed;
Unacceptable for the public, Members and officers to sit through the overly
long meetings experienced recently;
No cost to introducing pre-registration at draft stage as letters were already
sent to all members of the public who had commented on a particular
application to advise of the Committee date;
Merit of an application was not strengthened or weakened by the number of
objectors or supporters present;
Issues could be covered by a maximum of 5 speakers – rare that new points
would be added;
Small working group required to further consider speaking arrangements at
Committee;
Pre-registration should not be essential;
Members of the public have the opportunity to comment on planning policy
items at Council, therefore it was not considered a good use of Committee
time to introduce speaking on these items at Development Management
Committee.
RECOMMENDATION:

that the Development Management Committee
recommends to Council that a working group be
established to further consider public speaking
arrangements and future agenda and meeting
management for Development Management Committee
meetings.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Tuesday 7 January 2014
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chairman)
David Key (Vice Chairman)
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Peter Burrows
Alan Dent
Vivien Duval Steer
Martin Gammell
Tony Howard
Mike Howe
Geoff Pook
Ken Potter
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson

Also
present:

Councillors:
Roger Giles
Graham Godbeer
John Humphreys
John Jeffery

Phil Twiss
Tim Wood
Clair Wright

Honorary Alderman David Scott
Officers:

Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Alison Hayward, Principal Regeneration Project Manager
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Committee Members
Councillors:
Geoff Chamberlain
Ben Ingham

Non-Committee Member
Councillors:
Steve Gazzard
Frances Newth

The meeting commenced at 2.02pm and ended at 5.54pm.
*47

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the development management committee held on 10
December 2013 were agreed and signed as a true record, subject to the minute
reference relating to Councillor Pook’s declaration of a personal interest being
amended to *41.

*48

Pitt Farm, Combelake, Ottery St Mary (13/0350/OUT) – update report
The Chairman agreed for the development manager’s report to be taken as an urgent
item in order for the council to submit a written representation to the Inspector
considering the lodged appeal on determined application 13/0350/OUT by the
specified deadline.
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*48

Pitt Farm, Combelake, Ottery St Mary (13/0350/OUT) – update report
cont...
The development manager outlined that following the committee’s decision in June
2013 to refuse an agricultural worker’s dwelling at Pitt Farm for two reasons
(unproven need and impact on the character and appearance of the area) the
applicant lodged an appeal against the decision.
The applicant subsequently submitted a second application for an agricultural
worker’s dwelling on a different part of the field as an alternative proposal and
submitted additional information to justify the need for the dwelling – as a result of
this additional information the need for the dwelling was accepted. However, due to
the unacceptable impact on Cadhay House, officers recommended the application be
refused and this was signed off by the chairman of the development management
committee as a delegated decision. Councillors were advised that the second
application was withdrawn before the decision notice was issued.
Now that the need for an agricultural worker’s dwelling was accepted (due to the
additional information submitted as part of the second application) it was considered
that there was no merit in defending the first reason for refusal (functional need) on
the first application at the forthcoming appeal. The committee was therefore asked to
agree to withdraw reason 1 (functional need) on determined application
13/0350/OUT and for this reason for refusal not to be defended at the forthcoming
appeal. The appeal would still be defended on reason 2 (harmful impact on the
character and appearance of the area).
The Ottery St Mary ward member (not on the committee) was invited to speak and
the committee then considered the proposal.
RESOLVED:

*49

that the development management committee agrees to
remove reason 1 (functional need) in respect of determined
application 13/0350/OUT and that this reason be not
defended at the forthcoming appeal.

Planning appeal statistics
The committee received and noted the report of the development manager setting
out appeals recently lodged and appeal decisions notified.
The committee’s attention was drawn to the four of the six appeals decided which
had been allowed; although disappointing, particularly where the council had incurred
costs as a result of its decision, it was hoped that officers and the committee could
learn from the decisions when considering similar applications in the future.

*50

Local Plan and Habitat Regulations
The development manager advised the committee that officers were currently
undertaking preparatory work ahead of the oral hearing sessions of the Local Plan
examination. An outstanding issue raised by Natural England and the RSPB in their
representation related to how the Habitat Regulations were addressed within the
Local Plan. The Habitat Regulations required that European wildlife sites should not
be adversely affected by redevelopment and, where impacts, arose appropriate
mitigation measures would be implemented. Although the policy approach within the
Local Plan was considered broadly acceptable, through minor amendments to the
Plan submitted with evidence statements, it was felt that the council would be in a
position to satisfy the Inspector that Natural England and RSPB’s concerns could be
overcome.
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*50

Local Plan and Habitat Regulations cont...
The committee considered and welcomed the proposed draft Statement of Common
Ground appended to the committee report which outlined recommended changes to
the Plan covering three key issues:
 Commitment to ensure mitigation measures are implemented;
 Assessment of the Exmouth Masterplan
 Pollution of the River Axe
In response to a question the development manager advised that the Statement of
Common Ground had been brought before the committee because it recommended
changes to the Local Plan. Other discussion papers prepared ahead of the oral
hearings of the Local Plan examination reflected what was already in the Plan and
did not introduce anything new; therefore it was not felt necessary to bring them
before the committee.
RESOLVED:

*51

1. that the development management committee endorses
the draft Statement of Common Ground on Habitat
Regulations;
2. that the development management committee chairman
be granted delegated authority to agree final wording of
the Statement of Common Ground on Habitat
Regulations to be submitted to the Local Plan
Examination Inspector.
3. that the discussion papers prepared ahead of the oral
hearing session of the Local Plan examination be
circulated electronically to the development
management committee members.

The Old Mill, Mill Street, Honiton
The committee considered the principal conservation officer’s report outlining the
condition of The Old Mill, a vacant listed building, which had deteriorated over recent
months and was now a concern to EDDC’s building control, environmental health
and conservation teams. A list of urgent works required to make the building
structurally safe and water tight were appended to the report. Councillors were
advised that attempts had been made to contact the owner of the property, who
owned eight other properties in East Devon in various states of disrepair, but to no
avail. Authority was sought from the committee to serve an Urgent Works Notice
under Section 54 of the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.
The committee was advised that if there was no response from the owner of the
property within fourteen days of the Notice being served a contractor would be
instructed to carry out the works and a further Section 55 Notice would be served to
recover the costs from the owner.
The chairman invited a ward member for Honiton St Michaels ward (not on the
committee) to speak. He spoke of the urgent need for the works highlighted to be
undertaken in order to protect the listed building from further damage and to avoid
the risk of damage to nearby properties.
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*51

The Old Mill, Mill Street, Honiton cont...
RESOLVED:

*52

that an Urgent Works Notice under Section 54 of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 be served on The Old Mill requiring works identified in
Schedule C of the committee report to be carried out in
order to make the building structurally safe and water tight.
If after a period of fourteen days of serving the Notice the
works have not been carried out, authorisation is sought for
the council to instruct a building contractor to carry out the
works and for the costs to be recovered under Section 55 of
the Act.

Design Review Panel: Conversion of Heritage Assets
The development manager reported that in early October 2013 the design review
panel had been tasked with considering four recent schemes where listed buildings
had been converted to dwellings with extensive involvement of the EDDC
conservation team. The schemes had included a church, two individual barns and a
farm group. Due to time constraints the panel had been unable to visit site 4 in
Otterton.
The chairman invited the planning design and heritage champion who had been a
member of the panel to give an overview of each of the sites visited. The day had
been a valuable learning experience, highlighting the successful and unsuccessful
aspects of the schemes considered; this information would be helpful when
considering future schemes.
The committee’s attention was drawn to the panel’s recommendations resulting from
the visits and subsequent discussions about each of the developments which centred
on the need for better consideration at an early stage of the application process as to
how domestic paraphernalia and associated modern living requirements would be
dealt with as part of the scheme.
The chairman welcomed the report and thanked the conservation team and
councillors involved in the review.
RESOLVED:

1. that the development management committees notes the
design review panel report on conservation of heritage;
2. that the recommendations of design review panel as
detailed in the committee report be implemented.
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*53

Applications for Planning Permission and matters for determination
RESOLVED:

that the applications before the committee be determined as set
out in Schedule 8 – 2013/2014.

The following declarations of interest were made during consideration of the
applications:
Councillor/
Application
Type of interest
Nature of interest
Officer
Ref. / Minute
number
Cllr Mike Allen *48 and
Personal Interest
Honiton Town
13/1988/FUL
(remained in the
Councillor
Chamber for the
debate and vote)
Cllr Vivien
Duval Steer

13/2351/FUL
13/2483/FUL
13/2167/FUL
13/2202/MFUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Exmouth Town
Councillor

Cllr Alan Dent

13/2527/FUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Budleigh Salterton
Town Councillor

Cllr Peter
Sullivan

13/0851/FUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Sidmouth Town
Councillor

Cllr Mark
Williamson

13/2351/FUL
13/2483/FUL
13/2167/FUL
13/2202/MFUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Exmouth Town
Councillor

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Tuesday 4 February 2014
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chairman)
David Key (Vice Chairman)
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Peter Burrows
Vivien Duval Steer
Martin Gammell
Tony Howard
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson
Ben Ingham

Also
present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani
Trevor Cope
Andrew Moulding
Steve Gazzard
Honorary Alderman Ray Franklin

Officers:

Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Matthew Dickins, Planning Policy Manager
Andy Hill, Devon County Council Principal Planning Officer
Janet Wallace, Principal Environmental Health Officer
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer
Stephanie Lewis, Assistant Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Committee Members
Councillors:
Geoff Chamberlain
Ken Potter
Geoff Pook
Alan Dent
Mike Howe

The meeting commenced at 2.00pm and ended at 4.54pm.
*54

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Special Development Management Committee
held on the 17 December 2013 and the minutes of the Development Management
Committee meeting held on 7 January 2014 were agreed and signed as a true
record.
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*55

Planning appeal statistics
The Committee received and noted the report of the Development Manager setting
out appeals recently lodged and appeal decisions notified. The Committee’s
attention was drawn to the six appeals decided, five of which had been dismissed.
The Development Manager advised that since the agenda had been published a
further appeal decision had been received in respect of a large scale development at
Harepath Road, Seaton; this appeal had been dismissed. The Development
Manager advised that this was an encouraging decision with finely balanced
arguments. The appeal had been dismissed on the grounds that the harm caused to
the green wedge between Colyford and Seaton was too great. The Principal
Solicitor advised that the cost application against the Council was also unsuccessful.
However, he cautioned Members about the risks of going against statutory consultee
advice without sufficient evidence. The Development Manager encouraged
Members to read the appeal decision.
In response to a question raised by a member of the Committee, the Development
Manager advised that where an appeal was lodged against a delegated decision by a
town council, any costs incurred could not be passed down to the town council.

*56

Devon County Council – The Devon Waste Plan
The Committee considered the Planning Policy Manager’s report which set out a
proposed Council response to Devon County Council’s (DCC) pre-submission
consultation on the Devon Waste Plan.
The Planning Policy Manager advised that earlier consultation on the emerging
Devon Waste Plan had come before the committee in September 2013. The County
Council was now undertaking formal Pre-submission Consultation on the Plan with
the intent that the Plan, along with all supporting evidence, comments and
representations received through the consultation would be submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate for examination.
He advised that the Plan was a thorough and well produced policy document;
however it contained a specific Policy – W6 Energy Recovery – that was considered
to be of particular relevance and concern to East Devon. Waste recovery essentially
involves extracting energy/materials from waste that would otherwise go straight to
landfill/other disposal. Policy W6 lists a limited number of sites in Devon where
waste recovery schemes could be allowed. These included land at both Hill Barton
and Greendale Barton. It was recommended that the Council object to the fact that
the policy, as drafted:
a) did not fully recognise and prioritise the handling of waste at points close to
production; the proximity principle;
b) did not recognise the significance of adverse environmental impacts;
c) could allow for facilities at both Greendale and Hill Barton; and
d) did not place caps on the capacity of the sites to take waste.
Members noted that in preparing this report planning officers had liaised with
Environmental Health and Streetscene officers.
The Planning Policy Manager read out comments from the Ward Member for Clyst
Valley, who was unable to attend, which were supportive of the council’s proposed
response to the consultation.
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*56

Devon County Council – The Devon Waste Plan (Cont’d)
The Chairman invited Andy Hill, DCC Principal Planning Officer, to give a
presentation on the Plan and outline his observations on the officer’s
recommendation to the Committee. He stressed to the Committee that the Plan
should be considered as a whole, rather than individual policies being taken in
isolation. The Committee welcomed the presentation and discussed the
recommendations.

RESOLVED:

1. that East Devon District Council welcomes the objective and
positive work of Devon County Council in producing the
Devon Waste Plan.
2. that East Devon District Council Object to Policy W6, on the
basis that:
a)

Policy should explicitly recognise the importance of the
proximity principle and priority in policy should be
expressed to secure and promote energy recovery as
close to the point of waste production as is reasonably
possible. Policy should explicitly advise that any
development proposal will be firstly assessed against
this consideration when determining the suitability of
alternative site options and any proposals on sites listed
in Criterion 2 (c) will need to be assessed against sites
being promoted or that could reasonably be expected to
come forward under Criterion 3.

b)

Policy should refer explicitly to prioritising Criterion 2(a)
and 2(b) before Criterion 2(c) so as to minimise the
need to provide new facilities to meet the shortfall in
advance of improvement of existing facilities or
permitted capacity coming forward.

c)

Policy should refer explicitly to the need to consider and
take into account health, amenity, transport impact,
pollution (including air quality and noise), landscape and
other environmental and planning considerations when
determining any planning application for a facility listed
in Criterion 2 or which may be proposed under Criterion
3. Such assessment should be underpinned by robust
assessment and policy should fully recognise that
differing waste stream and treatment process can have
significantly differing overall impacts.
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*56

Devon County Council – The Devon Waste Plan (Cont’d)
d)

In Criterion 2 Sites W6C and W6D should be combined
so that Policy could allow for either Hill Barton or
Greendale Barton, but not both, to accommodate an
energy recovery facility due to likely capacity identified
by Devon County Council as being required and the
proximity principle of where waste should be treated.

e)

Plan policy should place specific limits on the levels of
waste that any individual site will be allowed to manage.
In the case of Hill Barton/Greendale Barton this should
be capped at 80,000 tonnes and should the permitted
gasification plant at Hill Barton be developed this should
constitute the allowed development under plan policy.

3. That delegated authority is granted to the Planning Policy
Manger to formally object to the Devon Waste Plan on the
basis of the above recommendations and with justification
drawn from text in this report.

*57

Exeter City Council Draft Development Delivery Development Plan
Document
The Committee considered the Planning Policy Manager’s report outlining the
Council’s proposed response to Exeter City Council’s Draft Development Delivery
Development Plan Document.
Exeter City Council had adopted its Core Strategy in 2012 which set out strategic
policies and strategic allocations for the City. Members were advised that the draft
delivery document allocated further land for development, designated land for
protection and set out where specific policies would apply. It also contained
development management policies and included a proposals map. The issues that
were of most relevance to the interests of East Devon included housing provision and
landscape designations.
The Committee noted that whilst the Exeter plan was welcomed, it was considered
that more assessment could be undertaken in respect of evaluation of potential site
development options and work on supporting the quick delivery of development sites
in order to meet strategic housing needs.
RESOLVED:

1.

that East Devon District Council welcomes the positive
work of Exeter City Council in producing the draft Exeter
City Development Delivery - Development Plan
Document and that recognition is given to the strong
collaborative partnership working of the authorities that
has helped inform its production.
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*57

Exeter City Council Draft Development Delivery Development Plan
Document (Cont’d)
2.

that through progressing the document the City
Council should fully address options and potential
to meet objectively assessed and up to date
strategic housing needs for the City with a
specific focus on:
a) assessing potential development sites within
and beyond the City on a consistent basis,
specifically in respect of landscape and green
space quality, to establish potential for
additional allocations within the City boundary
to ensure that housing needs to serve Exeter
are met; and
b) encouraging and supporting the early
development of appropriate sites within the
City, including current, proposed and potential
additional allocated sites, to accommodate
residential development in a more speedy
manner.

3.

*58

that delegated authority be granted to the
Planning Policy Manager to formally comment on
the Exeter Plan on the basis of the above
recommendations and with justification drawn
from text in this report.

Viability Appraisals and the use of the District Valuers Office
The Development Manager advised that the report had been presented in January
2014 to Audit and Governance Committee following a request that they consider the
issue of the use of the District Valuer (DV) for viability appraisals. The report was now
brought to the Development Management Committee at the request of the Chairman
for Members’ information.
The report considered the benefits of using the DV and alternative options of using
either a private consultancy or appointing a member of staff to carry out this viability
appraisal work. For the reasons outlined in the report it was considered that the DV
remained the best option for seeking independent advice on the viability issues.
The Committee was reminded that where they were concerned with the findings of
the DV it was an option for them to defer an item in order to seek a second opinion;
although it was unlikely that officers would recommend this course of action.
The Committee discussed the report and the advantages and disadvantages of using
the District Valuer Service. A suggestion was made by a member of the Committee
that consideration could be given to sharing a Valuer Officer with another district
council.
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*58

Viability Appraisals and the use of the District Valuers Office
(Cont’d)
RESOLVED:

*59

that the Committee notes the contents of the report and
the following Audit and Governance Committee
recommendation to Council (26 February 2014):
“That Members note the contents of this report and that
for the reasons given in the report the Council continue to
use the services of the District Valuers (DVS) to provide
independent advice on development viability issues to
support the work of the Local Planning Authority, subject
to compliance with procurement competition procedures”.

Applications for Planning Permission and matters for determination
RESOLVED:

that the applications before the Committee be determined as set
out in Schedule 9 – 2013/2014.

The following declarations of interest were made during consideration of the
applications:
Councillor/
Officer

Type of interest

Nature of interest

Cllr Vivien
Duval Steer

Application
Ref. / Minute
number
13/2642/FUL
13/0579/MFUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Exmouth Town
Councillor

Cllr Mark
Williamson

13/2642/FUL
13/0579/MFUL

Personal Interest
(remained in the
Chamber for the
debate and vote)

Exmouth Town
Councillor

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Planning Inspections Committee
held at Exmouth Town Council Offices on
Friday 29 November 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chair)
David Key (Vice Chairman)
David Atkins
Alan Dent
Geoff Pook
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson

Ward Members:

Councillors

(not on Committee)

Vivien Duvall Steer
Jill Elson
Pauline Stott

Officers:

Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Nigel Barrett, Principal Planning Officer
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies

Councillor:
Geoff Chamberlain
Exmouth Town Councillor Nelson

The meeting started at 10.30am and ended at 11.40am.
*14

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Planning Inspections Committee held on 31
October 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*15 Declaration of Interests
There were none.
*16 Application referred to the Planning Inspections Committee
The Committee considered the application referred to it by the Development
Management Committee.
Exmouth Halsdon: Application No: 13/1909/FUL – change of use from car sales to
retail (Use Class A1) including alterations and extensions to existing building at
190B Exeter Road, Exmouth.
RESOLVED: APPROVED subject to conditions:
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*16 Application referred to the Planning Inspections Committee
(cont’d)
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission and shall be carried out as approved.
(Reason - To comply with section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved plans listed at the end of this decision notice.
(Reason - For the avoidance of doubt.)

3.

Any plant (including ventilation, refrigeration and air conditioning units) or ducting
system to be used in pursuance of this permission shall be installed and operated
so that the noise generated at the boundary of the nearest neighbouring property
shall not exceed Noise Rating Curve 25, as defined in BS8233:1999 Sound
Insulation and Noise Reduction for Buildings Code of Practice and the Chartered
Institute of Building Service Engineers Environmental Design Guide 1999. Details
of the scheme to demonstrate the above shall be submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of
development and the plant shall be installed in accordance with the approved
details prior to the use of the premises hereby permitted and shall thereafter be
operated and maintained in accordance with the approved scheme.
(Reason: To protect the amenity of local residents from low frequency noise in
accordance with policy EN15 (control of Pollution) and the Provisions of the
National planning policy Framework).

4.

Prior to first occupation of the site a lighting scheme shall be submitted to and
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority and this shall be designed to
minimise upwards and lateral light overspill, sky glow, glare and reflection off
horizontal surfaces. If necessary shielding shall be incorporated into all light units.
No other lighting including security lighting fixed to the building shall be erected
without the prior written consent of the Local Planning Authority.
(Reason - To ensure that the amount of lighting is appropriate for the character
and appearance of the surrounding area and in respect of the potential impact on
residential amenity in accordance with policy D1 (Design and Local
Distinctiveness) of the Adopted East Devon Local Plan.)

5.

The site access shall be constructed, laid out and maintained thereafter in
accordance with the details on drawing number 13- XXX -100.
(Reason - to provide a satisfactory access to the site and to protect the pedestrian
priority on the footway. in accordance with policy TA7 (Adequacy of Road Network
and Site access) of the adopted East Devon Local Plan.

6.

No part of the development herby approved shall be brought into its intended use
until the accesses, parking facilities, commercial vehicle loading/unloading are
have been provided and maintained in accordance with details that shall have
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local planning Authority and
retained for that purpose at all times.
(Reason- To ensure that adequate facilities are a available for the traffic attracted
to the site in accordance with policy TA7 (Adequacy of Road Network and Site
Access) of the east Devon Local Plan.
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*16 Application referred to the Planning Inspections Committee
(cont’d)
7.

No deliveries shall be taken or dispatched from the site except between the hours
of 7.00 am and 9.00 pm other than those delivering newspapers.
(Reason - In the interests of the amenity of the area in accordance with policy
EN15 (Control of pollution) of the adopted East Devon Local Plan.

8.

The premises shall only be open between the hours of 7.00 am and 11pm on any
given day.
(Reason - In the interests of neighbouring amenity in accordance with policy EN15
(Control of pollution of the East Devon Local Plan).

9.

No development shall take place until a scheme for landscaping between the
development hereby permitted and the eastern boundary of the site has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority; such a
scheme to include the planting of trees, hedges, shrubs, herbaceous plants and
areas to be grassed. The scheme shall also give details of any proposed walls,
fences and other boundary treatment. The landscaping scheme shall be carried
out in the first planting season after commencement of the development unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority and shall be
maintained for a period of 5 years. Any trees or other plants which die during this
period shall be replaced during the next planting season with specimens of the
same size and species unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. Any walls, fences or other non-planted boundary treatment shall be
retained in perpetuity unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
(Reason - In the interests of amenity and to preserve and enhance the character
and appearance of the area and to provide sound attenuation in the interests of
protecting the amenities of local residents from low frequency noise from
ventilation, refrigeration and air conditioning plant in accordance with Policies D1
(Design and Local Distinctiveness), D4 (Landscape Requirements) and EN15
(Control of Pollution) of the East Devon Local Plan.)

Chairman ……………………….

Date ………………………………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Planning Inspections Committee
held at Knowle, Sidmouth on Friday 20 December 2013
Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chair)
David Key (Vice Chairman)

Present:

David Atkins
Alan Dent
Geoff Pook
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson
Geoff Chamberlain
Ward Members:
(not on Committee)

Councillors
Paul Diviani
Andrew Moulding (County Councillor)

Officers:

Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Jenna George, Planning Officer
Stephanie Lewis, Assistant Democratic Services Officer

Apologies

None received

The meeting started at 11.20am and ended at 12.10pm.
*17

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Planning Inspections Committee held on 29
November 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*18 Declaration of Interests
There were none.
*19 Application referred to the Planning Inspections Committee
The Committee considered the application referred to it by the Development
Management Committee.
Yarty: Application No: 13/0490/FUL – Construction of new dwelling with
associated car parking and garden area at Peartree Cottage, Chardstock,
Axminster, EX13 7BN

RESOLVED:

APPROVED subject to conditions:
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*19 Application referred to the Planning Inspections Committee
(cont’d)
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission and shall be carried out as approved.
(Reason - To comply with section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).

2.

No development shall take place until samples of the materials to be used in the
construction of the external surfaces of the buildings hereby permitted have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
(Reason - To ensure that the materials are sympathetic to the character and
appearance of the area in accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local
Distinctiveness), EN1 (Development Affecting Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty) and EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the
East Devon Local Plan.)

3.

Prior to the commencement of development, a trial area or a sample panel of
stone walling a minimum 1 sq.m. shall be constructed on site for inspection and
approval by the Local Planning Authority prior to commencement of the works.
The works as may be agreed shall be carried out and completed in full in line with
any specification or other written instructions from the Local Planning Authority.
(To ensure that the materials are sympathetic to the character and appearance of
the area, in accordance with criteria set out Policies D1 (Design and Local
Distinctiveness), EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas)
and EN1 (Developments Affecting Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty) of the
East Devon Local Plan 1995 to 2011).

4.

No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the
implementation of a programme of archaeological work in accordance with a
written scheme of investigation which has been submitted by the applicant and
approved by the Planning Authority.' The development shall be carried out at all
times in strict accordance with the approved scheme, or such other details as may
be subsequently agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
(Reason - To ensure that an appropriate record is made of archaeological
evidence that may be affected by the development in accordance with Policy EN8
(Proposals Affecting Sites Which May be of Archaeological Importance) of the East
Devon Local Plan)

5.

No development shall take place until a landscaping scheme has been submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority; such a scheme to
include the planting of trees, hedges, shrubs, herbaceous plants and areas to be
grassed. The landscaping scheme shall be carried out in the first planting season
after commencement of the development unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority and shall be maintained for a period of 5 years. Any trees
or other plants which die during this period shall be replaced during the next
planting season with specimens of the same size and species unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
(Reason - In the interests of amenity and to preserve and enhance the character
and appearance of the area in accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local
Distinctiveness), D4 (Landscape Requirements) and EN11 (Preservation and
Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the East Devon Local Plan.)
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6.

No development shall take place until details of proposed means of boundary
treatment, enclosures, walls and fences, paving and hard surfacing materials have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority.
(Reason - In the interests of amenity and to preserve and enhance the character
and appearance of the area in accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local
Distinctiveness), D4 (Landscape Requirements) and EN11 (Preservation and
Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the East Devon Local Plan.)

7.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that
order without modification) no works shall be undertaken within Schedule 2 Part 1
Classes A, B, C, D, or E for the enlargement, improvement or other alterations to
the dwelling hereby permitted, other than works that do not materially affect the
external appearance of the building, or for the provision within the curtilage of any
building or enclosure, swimming or other pool, [other than any enclosure approved
as part of a separate condition].
(Reason - to prevent the overdevelopment of the site, in the interests of the
character and appearance of the area and to protect the amenities of nearby
residents, in accordance with criteria set out Policies D1 (Design and Local
Distinctiveness), EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas)
and EN1 (Developments Affecting Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty) of the
East Devon Local Plan 1995 to 2011)

8.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995 as amended (or any order revoking and reenacting that Order with or without modification) no works shall be undertaken
within Schedule 2 Part 2 Class A, for the erection of any fences, gates or walls
other than those agreed as part of the landscaping scheme submitted.
(Reason – In the interests of the character and appearance of the site in
accordance with criteria set out Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness),
EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) and EN1
(Developments Affecting Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty) of the East Devon
Local Plan 1995 to 2011)

6.

Notwithstanding the plan details submitted, no development shall take place until
details of the construction of the pedestrian access and steps proposed on the
western boundary with Kitbridge Lane, as indicated on plan numbers PL103B and
PL104B, have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
(Reason – In the interests of the character and appearance of the site in
accordance with criteria set out Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness),
EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) and EN1
(Developments Affecting Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty) of the East Devon
Local Plan 1995 to 2011)

7.

Before any development commences, details of finished floor levels and finished
ground levels in relation to a fixed datum shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved details.
(Reason - To ensure that adequate details of levels are available in the interests of
the appearance of the locality and the amenity of adjoining occupiers in
accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), EN11
(Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas)and EN1 (Developments
Affecting Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty) of the East Devon Local Plan)
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8.

Prior to commencement of any works on site (including demolition), tree protection
details, to include the protection of hedges and shrubs, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Planning Authority. These shall adhere to the principles
embodied in BS 5837:2012 and shall indicate exactly how and when the trees will
be protected during the site works. The development shall be carried out strictly in
accordance with the agreed details.
(Reason - To ensure retention and protection of trees on the site in the interests of
amenity and to preserve and enhance the character and appearance of the area in
accordance with policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), EN11
(Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas), D4 (Landscape
Requirements) and D5 (Trees on Development Sites) of the East Devon Local
Plan.)

9.

Development shall proceed in accordance with the following restrictions:
a. There shall be no burning of any kind on site during construction, demolition or
site preparation works.
b. No construction or demolition works shall be carried out, or deliveries received,
outside of the following hours: 8am to 6pm Monday to Friday and 8am to 1pm on
Saturdays and not at all on Sundays or Public Holidays.
c. Dust suppression measures shall be employed as required during construction
in order to prevent off-site dust nuisance.
d. No high frequency audible reversing alarms shall be permitted to be used on
any vehicle working on the site.
(Reason: To protect the amenity of local residents from smoke, noise and dust in
accordance with Policy EN15 (Control of Pollution) of the East Devon Local Plan)

10. The rooflights indicated on the approved plans shall be of a conservation design
flush with the roof, the model specification of which shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to commencement of
works.
(Reason – In the interests of the character of the building situated within the
Conservation Area and in the interests of the appearance in the locality in
accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), EN11
(Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the East Devon Local
Plan)
11. Details of new rainwater goods including profiles, materials and finishes shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to
commencement of works. The works shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved details.
(Reason – In the interests of the character of the building situated within the
Conservation Area and in the interests of the appearance in the locality in
accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), EN11
(Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the East Devon Local
Plan)
12. Notwithstanding any indication on the plans hereby approved full details of the
design of all windows and doors, including sections through casements, frames
and glazing bars at 1:2/1:5 scale shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority prior to commencement of works, and details of
finishes (including colour) shall be submitted to and agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority. All new windows and doors indicated on the approved plans
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shall be made of timber only and no other materials. The works shall only be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.
(Reason – In the interests of the character of the building situated within the
Conservation Area and in the interests of the appearance in the locality in
accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), EN11
(Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the East Devon Local
Plan)
13. The garage hereby permitted/car spaces shall be provided prior to the first
occupation of the dwelling hereby approved and shall thereafter be kept available
for the parking of a car at all times.
(Reason - To ensure that adequate garaging/parking provision remains available in
accordance with Policy TA9 (Parking Provision in New Development) of the East
Devon Local Plan)
14. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved plans listed at the end of this decision notice.
(Reason - For the avoidance of doubt.)
NOTE FOR APPLICANT
Informative:
In accordance with the requirements of Article 31 of the Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010 in determining this
application, East Devon District Council has worked positively with the applicant to
ensure that all relevant planning concerns have been appropriately resolved.
This permission shall be read in conjunction with the submitted Unilateral Undertaking
dated 21st March 2013 in the names of Mr James Ferguson Marks and Mrs Brenda
Mary Marks and Julian Hodge Banking Ltd made under Section 106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) relating to land at Pear Tree Cottage,
Chardstock, EX13 7BN.

Chairman ……………………….

Date ………………………………….
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Audit and Governance Committee
held at Knowle, Sidmouth, on Thursday 16 January 2014
Present:

Councillors:
Ken Potter (Chairman)
Peter Bowden (Vice Chairman)
Roger Boote
Bob Buxton
Steve Gazzard
Steve Hall
Tony Howard
Geoff Pook

Also present:

Councillor:
David Cox – Portfolio Holder for Finance

Officers:

Jo Avery, Management Information Officer
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
John Golding, Head of Housing
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer

Internal
Auditors:

Andrew Ellins, Audit Manager, South West Audit Partnership
(SWAP)

External
Auditors:

David Bray, Public Sector Assurance Manager, Grant Thornton
Barrie Morris, Public Sector Assurance Director, Grant Thornton

The meeting started at 2.30 pm and ended at 4.45 pm.
*30

Public questions
No questions were raised by members of the public.

*31

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Audit and Governance Committee held on 14
November 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*32

Declarations of interest
Councillor
Peter
Bowden

Minute
number
35 & 36

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest
Member of Devon County Council Foster
Panel and a school governor.
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*33

Certification report
The Public Sector Assurance Director, Grant Thornton introduced David Bray Public
Sector Assurance Manager for Grant Thornton, the Council’s external auditors. The
Chairman welcomed him to the meeting.
Members considered the report of Grant Thornton regarding the Certification Report
2012/13 which outlined the Council’s performance in applying for government
grants, claims and returns and the preparation of information used in claims.
It was noted that the Council had submitted three claims and returns for certification
for the financial year 2012/13, relating to expenditure of £67.571 million.
The report summarised the external auditors’ overall assessment of the Council’s
management arrangements in respect of the certification process. There were no
significant matters to be brought to the Council’s attention in relation to individual
claims. None of the claims or returns required amendment, which was a significant
improvement from the previous year. None of the claims or returns were qualified
which was consistent with the prior year.
The Council and its officers were commended for completing the work on schedule
and for having no qualifications on claims. It was noted that no variation was
proposed in certification fees.
The external auditors were thanked for their report and their continuing support in
the Council’s improvement. The Head of Finance and his team were also thanked
for all their hard work.
RESOLVED:

*34

that the contents of the Certification Report 2012/13 be
noted.

Internal audit activity – quarter 3 2013/14
Members considered the report of the Audit Manager which provided the outturn
position for the internal audit plan at the end of December 2013, providing an
update for quarter 3.
The Committee was advised that there were no operational audits planned for
quarter 3. Both operational follow up audits planned for quarter 2 had been
completed (income collection and Leisure East Devon) and one follow up originally
scheduled for quarter 4 was in progress (arts and culture).
There were nine annual audits scheduled for quarter 3. Two recently completed
key controls on capital accounting and council tax and NNDR had both achieved
substantial assurance. Key control audits had improved over the years. One key
control audit on creditors was in progress. There had been no irregularities
reported to SWAP that had required investigation in quarter 3.
The Committee noted the progress made on the audit plan 2013/14 to date and the
SWAP Manager reported that all scheduled audits were on target. Concern was
expressed that the Thelma Hulbert Gallery (THG) business plan was not up to date,
but the Head of Finance and Portfolio Holder Finance reported that the consultant’s
report on the THG was being reported to Cabinet on 5 February 2014.
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*34

Internal audit activity – quarter 3 2013/14 (cont’)
The Chairman thanked the internal auditor for presenting his report.
RESOLVED:

*35

that the content of the internal audit plan – quarterly
update 2013/14 be noted.

Second risk review of 2013/14
Consideration was given to the report of the Management Information Officer. The
risk information for the 2013/14 financial year until mid December 2013 was
supplied to allow the Audit and Governance Committee to monitor the high strategic
and operational risks. This followed a review of risks focusing on high risks by
responsible officers for 2013/14.
Members were reminded that the Council’s Risk Management Policy required all
risks identified by the Council to be reviewed bi-annually. In addition to this it had
been agreed by the Audit and Governance Committee that all high risks would be
reviewed and reported to each Committee meeting between the biannual reviews.
The four risks which scored as high remained as they were at the last review in
October 2013. These were:
Significant loss or non-collection of rental income will have a major impact on
the Housing Revenue Account and the Council’s ability to deliver housing
services to its tenants.
Loss of Supporting People contracts would mean a significant loss of income
that part pays for the housing related support service received by tenants in
sheltered housing.
Failure to notify the responsible authority when staff suspect a child is at risk.
The risks associated with being a developer of council homes, especially
with regard to potential abortive costs, cost overruns, failure to obtain
planning permission and loss of HCA grant.
Since the last review there were no new risks emerging. The next full risk review
would be held in March 2014.
Some concern was expressed over how close some of the medium risks were to
becoming classified as high risk and a request was made to enhance the report to
include both medium and high risks. The Management Information Officer advised
that she could provide the medium risks as an appendix to her high risk review
report.
On behalf of the Committee the Chairman thanked the Management Information
Officer for her report.
RESOLVED:

1 that the current status of high risks until March 2014
be noted.
2 that an appendix be included with future risk review
reports showing medium to high risks.
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36

Safeguarding children
Consideration was given to the Head of Housing’s report which outlined the
Council’s responsibilities as a district council towards safeguarding children. The
report had been prepared following the Audit and Governance Committee’s
consideration of the Council’s risk register where safeguarding had been identified
as a high risk. The risk rating was primarily a combination of the serious risk to
individual children when things went wrong, the damage to organisational reputation
and the fact that mitigation or control measures would not be able to prevent child
abuse in all cases. The Head of Housing’s report explained the Council’s approach
to safeguarding and how this operated within the legal framework and local
arrangements established by Devon County Council (DCC).
Child protection had been identified as a risk for the Council because of the many
high profile cases that have shown organisational failure to report and/or
communicate safeguarding concerns. Genuine attempts had been made to
mitigate the risks through the Council’s adopted safeguard children policy and
ensuring that it was implemented throughout the organisation.
The Committee expressed some concern over the perception that there was too
much reliance on the lead role for safeguarding children being on one officer (Head
of Housing). The Head of Housing explained that ownership for safeguarding
children was spread across the organisation and that he did not believe that his role
as lead officer was a risk. However, he accepted the Committee’s concerns that
better deputisation arrangements could be put into place and would continue to
promote the policy throughout the Council to ensure that managers understood that
safeguarding children was a corporate responsibility. Senior managers had already
been asked to evidence how this had been embedded in their practices.
The Committee was also concerned that little feedback was received following a
referral to the multi agency scheme as many previously reported problems
(nationally) had been down to a breakdown in communications. Child protection
measures worked best when all the multi agencies/partners were working well
together. The Committee suggested that these concerns should be reported back
to the safeguarding children audit. It was noted that data protection prevented
some data exchange.
The Committee thought that it would be useful to invite a DCC representative to
come and speak to Councillors and staff on its safeguarding children processes
On behalf of the Committee the Chairman thanked the Head of Housing for his
excellent report.
RECOMMENDED:

that the Council understands the safeguarding children
issues and endorses or amends the risk rating in light
of its policy stance and the mediation measures in
place.
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37

Five year land supply update
Consideration was given to the Planning Policy Manager’s report, presented by the
Development Manager updating the Council’s five year land supply position in the
light of more recent housing commitment and completion data. The update ran to a
six month midyear reporting position to the end of September 2013.
To the end of September 2013, based on projected development assessed against
a housing requirement of 17,100 new homes over the 2006 to 2026 period there
was a recorded 5.19 years land supply for housing (as opposed to 4.71 years as
reported in July 2013). This however fell short of the five years plus 20%, that is six
years’ supply that the Council needs. To achieve the six year supply position would
require that the Council could show that around an extra 1,000 additional homes
could be realistically expected to be built in the next five years. However, assuming
the Local Plan was adopted as currently drafted, including its housing provision of
15,000 new homes, the six year land supply position would be exceeded.
At its meeting in January 2013 the Audit and Governance Committee recommended
to Council that it put in place processes to make sure that it had a rolling valid five
year housing land supply. This was approved at full Council on 27 February 2013.
Members queried whether there was anything in place to check the figures and
ensure the updating of the plan on a rolling basis, not on an annual reporting basis.
The Development Manager responded by saying that the figures were currently
reported to the Audit and Governance Committee on a six monthly basis, due to the
time taken for the figures to change. The Chairman agreed to discuss the matter
with the Chief Executive to obtain clarification.
RECOMMENDED:

38

that the Council notes that at 5.19 years housing
supply the Council does not currently have a five year,
plus 20%, that is 6 years, housing land supply.

District valuer reports
The Development Manager brought a report to the Committee at the request of
Members to advise them of how and why the planning department used the District
Valuers Office (DVS), and to look at alternative options that were available to the
service to meet their needs.
The report considered the benefits of using the DVS and the alternative options of
using a private consultancy to carry out this work, or appointing a member of staff to
carry out viability appraisal work. The Development Manager felt that, for reasons
given in the report, it was considered that the DVS remained the best option for
seeking independent advice on the viability issues.
The DVS was the property arm of the Valuation Office Agency (VAO) and was
dedicated to providing property advice to the public sector. It was therefore
independent with no affiliations to any development companies. They would only
act for public sector clients. The DVS also had an extensive network of valuation
offices which carried out council tax bandings and the rating of business premises
nationally, and therefore had a wealth of knowledge on land and property values
that could not be found elsewhere. The knowledge helped with land and property
viability issues as the value of the land was often the main variable that affected
viability.
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38

District valuer reports (cont’d)
It was reported that there were a number of private companies who could provide
these services, but they would not be as cost effective or have the national network
of valuation offices and advice for support. Private companies undertaking viability
appraisals were focussed on the private sector and as such their approach was
different from that of the DVS. It was likely that using a private company would also
be more expensive than the DVS.
A further alternative approach would be to employ a specialist viability officer within
the planning service to advise on such matters. The benefit of this would be having
an officer on hand all the time, and the post holder would be able to help with
smaller scale developments where the services of the DVS were not usually
employed. However, there were greater cost implications associated with a
dedicated member of staff and it would also make it more difficult to insist that
developers pay the cost of having their viability work independently assessed. Also,
no member of staff would have the experience and national support network of the
DVS.
The Development Manager’s report concluded that DVS remained the best option
for gaining external independent viability advice. The Council should continue to
use their services in future while continuing to apply the recently adopted overage
policy to ensure that changes in the viability of a development due to changes in
market conditions and/or the market value of the development itself were assessed
following completion of the development to ensure that any planning obligations that
were viable are met.
The Committee was concerned about the implications of a DVS report being wrong
and questioned whether the Council should have a second report carried out in
significant cases. Some members felt that there was a lack of understanding and
appreciation and requested some member training on the use of DVS reports. The
Development Manager reminded the Committee that ultimately the decision of the
Development Management Committee (DMC) rested with that committee. The
DMC needed to decide whether to agree with consultees’ opinions and it was open
to DMC when they disagreed with the DVS to ask for the item to be deferred and for
officers to undertake additional work and get a second opinion of the DVS report.
The external audit manager added that it would be very difficult to retrospectively
audit DVS figures, which were only an estimate. Another estimate would always be
subject to market changes and an audit would simply compare two estimates. The
more complicated a development/site, the more variety of things there were that
could go wrong.
It was agreed that DMC should be reminded that it had the right to reject a DVS
report if it felt the implications of accepting the opinion were significant enough to
warrant further investigation.
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38

*39

District valuer reports (cont’d)
RESOLVED:

that the content of the report be noted and for the
reasons contained in the report, the Council continue
to use the services of the District Valuer’s Office to
provide advice on development viability issues to
support the work of the local planning authority,
subject to compliance with procurement competition
procedures.

RECOMMENDED:

that the Development Management Committee be
reminded that they have the ability to request a second
opinion on District Valuer’s reports.

Forward Plan 2013/14
The Committee noted the contents of the forward plan for 2013/14.
Items to be considered at the March Committee included:
 Annual Audit Plan 2014/15
 Annual Governance Statement and the influence of the Slow Burner report
 Financial forward plan
 Risk review
 Thelma Hulbert Gallery business plan
 Asset disposal and management
RESOLVED:

that the forward plan be noted.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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Minutes of a meeting of the Standards Committee held at
Knowle, Sidmouth on Tuesday, 21 January 2014
Present:

Councillors:
Graham Godbeer (Chairman)
Susie Bond
Graham Chamberlain
Frances Newth
Co-opted non-voting members:
Cllr David Mason, Parish/Town Council member
Cllr Courtney Richards, Co-opted Parish/Town Council member
Ray Davison, Independent member
Tim Swarbrick, Co-opted Independent member

Also
present:

Alison Willan, Independent Person

Officers:

Denise Lyon, Monitoring Officer and Deputy Chief Executive
Rachel Pocock, Deputy Monitoring Officer and Corporate Legal
and Democratic Services Manager
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Councillors:
Cllr Peter Bowden, Committee member
Cllr Alan Dent, Substitute Committee member
Cllr Douglas Hull, Substitute Committee member
John Walpole, Reserve Independent Person

Councillors:
Roger Giles
Claire Wright

The meeting started at 10:00 am and ended at 11:17 am
*28

Public question time
There were no questions asked.

*29

Minutes
The minutes of the Special Meeting of the Standards Committee held on 9 October
2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*30

Declarations of interest
There were none.

*31

Public speaking at committee meetings – Cabinet recommendations
Following their last meeting, the Standards Committee’s recommendations on
public speaking arrangements were referred to Cabinet prior to consideration by
Council. In their recommendations, the Committee had included a requirement that
any amendment by Cabinet on this issue be referred back to the Committee for
consideration.
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*31

Public speaking at committee meetings (continued)
Cabinet at its meeting on 27 November 2013 considered a report on public
speaking arrangements (this report was circulated to the Committee for information)
and recommended approval to Council of the changes proposed by the Standards
Committee, subject to amended recommendation (c) being referred back to the
Committee for consideration.
Cabinet had recommended approval of the Committee’s four other proposed
changes to the public speaking arrangements (a, b, d and e) and therefore it was
not considered necessary to debate these further. The Chairman invited the
Committee to consider Cabinet’s recommended amendment to (c) before making
recommendations to Council. This amendment sought to differentiate between
questions relevant to the agenda and those that did not relate to agenda items.
Where the public wished to raise a question on an issue not listed as agenda item
for that meeting, it would need to be submitted in writing two clear working days in
advance. This would allow Officers and Councillors preparation time, which was felt
to be of greater benefit to the public as it would enable responses given to be well
considered and researched. The speaker would be able to ask a supplementary
question relevant to the original question. Notice of the question would not be
required if the question related to an item on the agenda. The Monitoring Officer
advised that the recommendation was in line with arrangements operated by other
councils in Devon and sought to maximise the opportunity for good communication
with the public in council meetings by providing a reasonable and accurate
response.
Points raised during discussion about the amendment to recommendation (c)
included:
Some questions posed during public question time required technical
knowledge in order for a satisfactory and accurate response to be given.
Receiving the question in advance would allow arrangements to be made for
an appropriate officer to be present to answer the question or for a written
response from the appropriate officer to be read out.
Submitting questions in advance should be preferable and not essential so
that members of the public were not precluded from asking a question which
had not been submitted in advance at the meeting. There was concern that
events/issues arose at short notice and therefore it might not be possible to
submit a question two working days before the meeting.
It was dispiriting for a member of the public who had made the effort to
attend a council meeting to ask a question to be told that it was not possible
to give an answer and a response would be sent to them.
Suggested that a more balanced approach might be to say that questions in
advance were preferable in order for a considered answer to be given and
that a response to a question not submitted in advance could not be
guaranteed at the meeting.
Concern was raised that the amendment could be seen as trying to control
questions.
Introduce the change initially for a six month trial period and bring back to the
Committee to review (including gathering feedback from members of the
public who had asked questions during that trial period) before making a
recommendation to Council about whether or not it should be implemented
permanently.
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*31

Public speaking at committee meetings (continued)
RECOMMENDATION

that Council considers the following changes, endorsed
by Cabinet and Standards Committee, to the ‘public
question time’ element of the public speaking
arrangements (excluding Licensing and Enforcement
and Development Management Committees):
a) Public Question Time be amended to ‘Public
Speaking’ and statements to be accepted as well
as questions. All contributions to be limited to a
total of 3 minutes;
b) Where a question is put, this to be put first, with
any explanation or background to follow;
c) Where the public wish to raise a question on an
issue which is not included as an agenda item for
the meeting, this to be submitted in writing to
Democratic Services in advance (two clear
working days before the meeting) to enable a
considered response to be given in writing at the
meeting if time permits. The speaker who has
submitted the question two clear days in advance
to be able to ask a supplementary question
relevant to the original question. Two days’
notice is not required if the question being put to
the Committee relates to a subject already
included as an agenda item. This change would
be introduced initially for a six month trial period
and then reviewed by the Standards Committee;
d) Where questions are submitted in advance they
should be displayed on a screen together with the
written answer, if available (otherwise a verbal
reply would be given). This approach to help
Committee and the public better understand the
issue(s);
e) Questions (or statements) to be limited to those
that relate to matters within the remit of the
Council or related to matters the Council is able
to influence.
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32

Complaints procedures review
The Committee considered the Monitoring Officer’s report on proposed revisions to
the complaints review process. This review followed 18 months of operation of the
new Code of Conduct and Complaints Process adopted following the introduction of
the Localism Act 2011 and effective since July 2012.
The following revisions were proposed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of the complaints process:
 The options available to the Monitoring Officer at the assessment stage of a
complaint include a further option – ‘other action’ (such as referral to political
group leader(s), referral to the town/parish council or recommended training.
This along with the proposed revised process explanation for the public and
councillors, appendix A, allowed more flexibility for the Monitoring Officer in
handling complaints. This also strengthened the ability at the assessment
stage for the Monitoring Officer to decide that whilst there might be evidence
to suggest a potential breach of the code, the circumstances do not warrant
any further action.
 Subject members (councillors complained about) be given the option of
making the complaint decision public. The complaint process was currently
confidential (unless it reached the hearing stage) and therefore the councillor
complained about was unable to comment publicly on the outcome of a
complaint even when details of the complaint were in the public domain – this
was seen as unfair to the subject member, particularly when a complaint was
not upheld.
 Given the number of complaints received since the new Standards
arrangements were introduced it was proposed that the Council had two
Independent Persons rather one plus a reserve (as originally agreed by
Council on 27 June 2012). The Monitoring Officer would continue to select
which Independent Person to consult with on a case-by-case basis as per
current practice, but the status of both would be equal.
 An extra step had been added to the Hearings process (appendix B) at point
11 following feedback from complainants that they would have liked the
opportunity to comment on the investigator’s and subject member’s
representations.
The flowchart (appendix A) designed to help the public and councillors understand
the complaints’ process was welcomed.
In response to questions, the Monitoring Officer clarified the following:
Situations where a ‘proposed informal resolution’ might not be accepted,
included the subject member not being willing to engage; the complainant
not accepting the proposed offer; and the Monitoring Officer (after
consultation with the Independent Person) deciding that the proposed
resolution (if proposed by the complainant or subject member) was an
acceptable way to resolve the complaint. The Committee was advised that in
practice few complaints had been resolved through informal resolution.
(Appendix B, Hearings process, point 15) At a Hearing the Sub-Committee
might conclude that the Councillor had not failed to follow (not breached) the
Code of Conduct, however they might still decide to make a
recommendation to Council, for example for councillors to receive training on
a particular subject. A member of the Committee suggested amended
wording to make this point clearer.
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32

Complaints procedures review (continued)
Only the subject member would be consulted about whether they wished for
details and the outcome of a complaint to be published – not the
complainant.
RECOMMENDATION:

33

1. that Council agrees the revised complaints
processes as set out in appendices A and B,
which includes an amendment to point 15 of
appendix B (Hearing process) to replace ‘failed to
follow the Code of Conduct’ with ‘breached the
Code of Conduct’.
2. that Council agrees that the Reserve Independent
Person be now described as Independent Person
and that the Monitoring Officer select which
Independent Person to use on a case by case
basis and that the Independent Person protocol be
updated accordingly.

Updated Member Code of Conduct and Planning Code
The Committee considered the Deputy Monitoring Officer’s report, which pulled
together and updated Members on various pieces of work undertaken following
Committee recommendation and subsequent Council approvals in relation to the
Member Code of Conduct and Code of Good Practice for Councillors and Officers
dealing with planning matters. Both documents sat within the Council’s constitution.
The Deputy Monitoring Officer advised that Council, at its meeting on 23 October
2013, had agreed to amend the Code of Conduct and Code of Good Practice for
Councillors and Officers dealing with planning matters so that Members may not act
as agent for people pursuing planning matters within the Council’s area. Similar
arrangements had been put in place for officers. The Committee noted that the
updated Code of Good Practice now also referred to legislative change and recent
government guidance, such as the probity in planning guidance. The Deputy
Monitoring Officer highlighted that one of the results of the abolition of the national
Code of Conduct was that councillors could no longer speak on their own planning
applications at Development Management Committee due to them having a
disclosable pecuniary interest in their own application; therefore the law did not
permit them to speak or vote. In exceptional cases, a dispensation could be sought,
however in practice most councillors were likely to make other arrangements such
as having an agent attend the meeting.
A flow chart was incorporated within the Code of Good Practice to assist councillors
with declaring personal and pecuniary interests.
A further amendment to the Code of Conduct was recommended to make it explicit
that councillors should have regard to the protocols incorporated in the Council’s
constitution.
In response to a question, the Deputy Monitoring Officer advised that democratic
services held a log of training undertaken by councillors. Members of both the
Development Management and Licensing Committees were required to undertake
mandatory training before taking part in a meeting; this training could be carried out
through one-to-one training with the appropriate lead officer.
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33

Updated Member Code of Conduct and Planning Code (continued)
The Deputy Monitoring Officer clarified that provision was made within the
constitution for work of a referenced post to be delegated to another officer if that
post became vacant. In the case of the vacant Head of Economy post a majority of
planning related work was delegated to the Development Manager.

*34

RESOLVED:

that the Committee notes the availability on the
Council’s website of the updated Councillor Code of
Conduct and Planning Code of Good Practice, within
the constitution.

RECOMMENDATION :

that Council approves an amendment to the Councillor
Code of Conduct, so it contains a provision that
councillors must have regard to the codes and protocols
forming part of the Council’s constitution.

Memo to all Councillors about updating interests and registering
gifts and hospitality
A copy of the annual memo sent to all Councillors via email reminding them of some
of their responsibilities under the Code of Conduct was included for the Committees’
information. The Monitoring Officer advised that the Chairman would be asked to
read out a shortened version of the memo at the next Council meeting.
The memo reminded councillors of the need to:
 keep their register of interests form up to date;
 register gifts and hospitality;
 check their online profile page was up to date;
 declare interests in planning matters to both the Monitoring Officer and Head
of Economy (Development Manager in their absence).
In response to a query about the difference between declaring an application
submitted by a friend and an acquaintance, the Monitoring Officer advised that she
would circulate a useful definition.
RESOLVED

*35

1. that the Committee notes the memo;
2. that the Monitoring Officer circulates a definition of friend
and an acquaintance to councillors.

Complaints update
The Committee considered and noted the report of the Monitoring Officer, which
detailed the level and types of complaints received by the Monitoring Officer since
the last meeting.
The Monitoring Officer reported that the level of complaints currently being received
was high and was generating a lot of work. She had spoken to the monitoring officer
of a neighbouring authority and they had not received anywhere near the same
level of complaints.
In response to a question, the Monitoring Officer advised that a majority of recent
complaints were about town councillors and covered a wide range of issues. She
had met with one particular town council to try addressing some of the issues that
had been raised.
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*35

Complaints update (continued)
The cost of assessing and investigating complaints was raised and in response the
Monitoring Officer advised that the cost of investigations was known, but not the
whole cost of in-house staff time. This was something that she could look to
provide for the next meeting.
In response to questions about guidance for councillors meeting with developers,
the Monitoring Officer advised that this was something she had advised on following
discussions with the Devon Association for Local Councils (DALC) and would
circulate to councillors. It was considered appropriate for a parish or town council to
meet with a developer in private at the very early discussion stages about the
principle of a development. This allowed the developer to brief the councillors and
understand some of the issues a particular village/town might have with what was
initially outlined, without causing unnecessary confusion or worry to the public; as
an application might not ever be submitted. Notes of such meetings could be made
available to the public, if appropriate. Councillors were required to abide by the
Code of Conduct whether a meeting was held in public or in private. It was not
believed that the developer would be seeking a technical view on whether a
development was acceptable from the parish or town as this was the role of district
council officers. If an application had been submitted to EDDC, it was then
considered appropriate for any meetings of the parish or town council about the
development to be held in public.
RESOLVED

*36

1. that the Monitoring Officer provides a cost breakdown
for considering complaints for the next meeting.
2. that the Monitoring Officer circulates the
guidance/advice on councillors meeting with developers.

Forward Plan
The Committee noted the contents of the forward plan and future meeting dates.
A review of the public speaking arrangement requiring two days notice for questions
not related to an item on a Council agenda, if agreed by Council, would be added to
the forward plan.

Chairman ............................................. Date ..........................................
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Appendix A

Councillor Complaint Process
EDDC Code of Conduct
COMPLAINT RECEIVED
by Monitoring Officer (MO) Denise Lyon (01395 571695)
monitoringofficer@eastdevon.gov.uk
Monitoring Officer, EDDC, Knowle, Sidmouth EX10 8HL

Assessment
MO to look into code complaint and consult with independent
person* and consider an appropriate way to deal with the
complaint

No further action
MO to send letter to
complainant with explanation
Case closed

Informal resolution accepted
MO to send letter with agreed
informal resolution
Case closed

Complaint alleging criminal conduct
MO acknowledges and refers to Police

Other action

Proposed informal
resolution
For example an apology
from Councillor concerned

Complaint
referred for
investigation

For example: training; refer
complaint to the leader of a
political group; refer complaint
to the town or parish council

Proposed informal
resolution not
accepted
MO to decide on
appropriate action

Proportionate investigation

Investigating officer’s conclusion referred to MO

No findings of breach

Finding of breach

MO to write to Councillor and complainant
No further action
Case closed

MO to try to facilitate local resolution
if appropriate

Local resolution
MO to write to Councillor and complainant
with agreed action
Case closed

No local resolution

MO to set up meeting of the Standards
Hearings Sub Committee

* Independent Person - this is an individual the
Council is required to appoint to assist in
dealing with complaints.
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Finding of breach

Findings – no breach

Sanctions
MO to issue decision notice
Case closed

MO to issue decision
notice
Case closed

Guidance on how the Monitoring Officer (MO) will deal with your complaint
After a complaint is received by the MO, we will:
acknowledge the complaint by email or letter
write to the subject member (councillor complained about) to let them know that a
complaint has been made against them and by whom (unless there are good reasons for the
complainant’s name not being disclosed).
Please note the Council has no powers to suspend or disqualify councillors or to withdraw members’
or special responsibility allowances.
What happens next?
Assessment stage – at this stage the complaint is confidential and the complainant and subject
member are asked not to disclose information about the complaint to anyone else.
What are we trying to achieve in the assessment phase?
 What is the action/behaviour complained about?
 What aspect of the Code is breached?
 What evidence is there to support the complaint?
 Is there a straightforward way to resolve the complaint?
 Help the complainant to understand the limited sanctions available
 A response to the complainant in 4 weeks
What does the MO take into account during the assessment stage?
 Independent Person view and comments
 Severity of the complaint
 Attitude of the complainant and subject member and the potential for informal resolution
 Circumstances and severity of the events – for example was the subject member acting in
their official capacity as a councillor when the events took place
Using information gathered during the assessment stage the MO will then make a decision about
how the complaint should be progressed. There are 5 options:

1. Refer to the Police - complaint alleges criminal conduct.
Where the complainant alleges criminal conduct (including failure to register or declare a Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest, or voting at a council meeting where such an interest exists), this is a matter for
the police and cannot be dealt with under the Code of Conduct.

2. No further action – The case is closed and a letter will be sent to both the complainant and
subject member with an explanation why. The subject member will be given the option of whether
they wish for details of the complaint and outcome to be published on the EDDC website. If not,
details of the complaint remain confidential.
Circumstances where no further action may be appropriate:
 The complaint is the same or substantially the same as a complaint previously dealt with
 The period since the alleged behaviour is so significant that it is considered to be
inequitable, unreasonable or otherwise not in the public interest to pursue
 The complaint is trivial
 The complaint discloses such a minor or technical breach of the Code that it is not in the
public interest to pursue
 The complaint is or appears to be malicious, politically motivated, tit-for-tat or otherwise
submitted with an improper motive and the complaint is not considered to disclose
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sufficiently serious potential breaches of the Code to merit further consideration
 The complaint is covered by the Council’s persistent and vexatious complaints policy and the
complaint is not considered to disclose sufficiently serious potential breaches of the Code to
merit further consideration
 The councillor has provided a satisfactory remedy to the complaint
 The complaint is about a person who is no longer a member of a relevant council and there
are no overriding public interest reasons to merit further consideration
 There is evidence to suggest a potential breach of the Code but the circumstances do not
warrant further action.

3. Informal resolution - Where appropriate the aim is to help facilitate conciliation and local
settlement - to find a fair way to resolve the complaint informally to both parties’ satisfaction. If
agreement is reached a letter is sent to the complainant and the subject member setting out the
agreed resolution. The subject member is given the option of whether they wish for details of the
complaint and outcome to be published on the EDDC website. If not, details of the complaint remain
confidential.
Where it is not possible to find an agreeable way to resolve the complaint informally the MO will
make a decision on what, if any, further action should be taken.
Issues that may result in informal resolution:
 Less serious complaints where the councillor wishes to put their actions right
 A general breakdown in relationships at the Council where other action such as mediation
might help
 Complaints where the public interest in conducting an investigation does not justify the costs of
such an investigation

4. Other action – Where action such as training or referral to the political group leaders or
parish/town council would be the most appropriate way to address the issues raised by the
complainant.
Where other action may be appropriate:
 Where there is a lack of experience or the councillor(s) may benefit from additional training or
mentoring
 Where the issue appears to be in the political arena and therefore appropriate for referral to a
leader(s) of a political group to deal with
 Where it appears that the town/parish council would be best placed to resolve the issue
 Where there is the same alleged breach of the Code by many of the council’s councillors,
indicating a poor understanding of the Code and authority’s procedures
Where other action is taken a letter is sent to the complainant and the subject member setting out
the action taken with an explanation. The subject member is given the option of whether they wish
for details of the complaint and outcome to be published on the EDDC website. If not, details of the
complaint remain confidential.

5. Investigation due to there being a potential breach of the Code of Conduct - Where the
complaint has raised an issue that the MO, in consultation with the Independent Person, decides
cannot be resolved informally and is serious enough to warrant investigation, she will appoint an
investigator. This could be an appropriately skilled council officer from this or another council, or an
external investigator. The investigation will be proportionate and include interviews with everyone
the investigator decides will help them assess the complaint and reach a conclusion on whether
there has been a breach of the Code of Conduct. In exceptional circumstances, we may keep the
identity of the complainant confidential if we agree it is necessary, or we may delay notifying the
councillor of the investigation where this may prejudice the investigation.
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What happens when the investigator issues their final report?
Where the Investigator finds that the councillor hasn’t breached the Code of Conduct, the MO will
write to the subject member, the complainant and the Town/Parish Council if relevant to end the
matter. The subject member is given the option of whether they wish for details of the complaint
and outcome to be published on the EDDC website. If not, details of the complaint remain
confidential.
Where the Investigator concludes that there has been a breach of the Code, the MO will try to
facilitate a local resolution where appropriate. If this is not appropriate or possible, she will arrange
a Hearings Sub Committee. This will be a public meeting in which the Investigator and the councillor
concerned will be able to make representations to the Sub Committee members before the
Committee decides what, if any, sanction is appropriate. In cases where the councillor persuades
the Hearing that there are legitimate reasons for holding the Hearing in confidential session, the
public will be excluded from all or part of the Hearing. There is a written procedure for the hearing
itself.
Serious issues that are such a concern that investigation seems appropriate:





Disclosure of confidential information, except where allowed by the Code
Behaviour that is disrespectful, bullying or intimidating
Conduct that might breach equality laws
Conduct that would bring the office of councillor or the Council into disrepute, especially where
the conduct is deliberate, dishonest or duplicitous

What action can the Standards Hearings Sub Committee take where a councillor has breached the
Code of Conduct?
The Council has delegated to the Assessment and Hearings Sub Committee powers to take action to
promote and maintain high standards of conduct. Sanctions available to the committee:
a. Censure or reprimand the councillor
b. Publish its findings in respect of the councillor’s conduct
c. Report its findings to Council [or to the Parish Council] for information
d. Recommend to the councillors’ Group Leader (or in the case of un-grouped
councillors, recommend to Council or to Committees) that he/she be removed from
any or all Committees or Sub-Committees of the Council
e. Recommend to the Leader of the Council that the councillor be removed from the
Cabinet, or removed from particular Portfolio responsibilities
f.

Recommend to Council that the councillor be replaced as Executive Leader

g. Instruct the Monitoring Officer to [or recommend that the Parish Council] arrange
training for the member
h. Remove [or recommend to the Parish Council that the councillor be removed] from
all outside appointments to which he/she has been appointed or nominated by the
authority [or by the Parish Council]
i.

Withdraw [or recommend to the Parish Council that it withdraws] facilities provided
to the councillor by the Council, such as a computer, website and/or email and
Internet access

j.

Exclude [or recommend that the Parish Council exclude] the councillor from the
Council’s offices or other premises, with the exception of meeting rooms as
necessary for attending Council, Committee and Sub-Committee meetings.

Please note that in relation to complaints about parish and town councillors the Hearings Sub
Committee can only recommend a particular sanction to the relevant parish/town council – the
Committee and the MO do not have any power to enforce compliance.
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Standards Hearings Sub Committee Hearings Procedure
(a) Formalities
1. The Chairman of the Sub Committee will introduce the members of the
Sub Committee, the officers supporting them, and the councillor whose
actions led to the investigation.
2. The Chairman will explain the reason for the meeting and outline the
procedure to be followed. The Chairman may choose to vary this
procedure in any particular instance where s/he is of the opinion that such
a variation is necessary in the interests of fairness.
3. The Chairman will also explain that the hearing will normally be held in
public unless the Committee exercises its discretion to exclude the public
from all or part of the hearing in accordance with the Local Government
Act 1972.
4. The Chairman will then confirm that all those involved understand the
procedure to be followed and ask if there are any preliminary procedural
issues which anyone wishes to raise before the Hearing begins.
5. If any procedural issues are raised, the Sub Committee will hear
representations on them, before determining them.
6. If the Councillor is not present at the start of the meeting, the Sub
Committee will consider any reasons given by them for his/her nonattendance. If the Sub Committee is satisfied that there is good reason for
their non-attendance, it may adjourn to another date, or proceed if it has
been requested to do so by the Councillor.
7. If the Sub Committee is not satisfied that there is good reason for the
Councillor’s non-attendance, or if the Councillor failed to give any reason
for his/her non-attendance, the Committee can:
decide whether to consider the matter and make a determination in
the absence of the Councillor, or
agree to adjourn the Hearing to another date.
(b) The Hearing
8. The Committee will identify the areas of disagreement between the
Investigator and the Councillor on the Investigation report’s facts or
conclusions.
9. The Investigator will be invited to make representations in support of
his/her report and about the written pre-Hearing submission of the
Councillor.
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10. The Councillor will then be invited to make representations in support of
the fact(s) concerned and whether the evidence gives rise to a breach or
breaches of the Code of Conduct.
11. The Complainant will then be invited to comment on representations made
by the Investigator and Councillor.
12. The Sub Committee has the discretion to question any of the parties at
any point, as it sees fit. The Sub Committee, as a matter of course, seek
the views of the Independent Person before reaching any conclusion.
13. The Sub Committee will consider what it has heard in private accompanied
only by its clerk. The Sub Committee may ask the legal advisor to advise
them when required.
14. The Chairman will then announce to all present at the Hearing the Sub
Committee’s decision as to whether or not the Councillor has failed to
comply with the Code of Conduct, whilst setting out the facts upon which
the conclusions have been reached.
15. If the Sub Committee decides that the Councillor has not breached the
Code of Conduct, the Committee will then consider whether it should make
any recommendations to the Council.
(c) Sanction
16. If the Sub Committee decides that the Councillor has failed to comply with
the Code of Conduct, it will consider any verbal or written representations
from the Investigator, the Monitoring Officer and the Councillor as to:
a. whether or not the Sub Committee should impose a sanction and/or
recommend to Council that a sanction be imposedt; and
b. what form of sanction(s) is/are appropriate.
c. Any mitigation the Councillor wishes the Sub Committee to take into
account
17. The Sub Committee will consider in private, accompanied only by its clerk
[and legal advisor if required] whether or not to impose/recommend the
imposition of a sanction on the Councillor and, if so, what form.
18. The Sub Committee will also consider whether or not it should make any
recommendations with a view to promoting high standards of conduct
among members of the relevant authority.
(d) Issue of decision
19. In announcing its decision in public at the conclusion of the hearing the
Sub Committee will also provide a short written decision.
20. The Sub Committee will issue a full written decision including reasons
within two weeks of the hearing.
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle,
Sidmouth on Tuesday, 10 December 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Steve Hall (Chairman)
Roger Boote
Bob Buxton

Officers:

Giles Salter – Solicitor
Neil McDonald – Licensing Officer
Douglas Jackson – Licensing Officer
Chris Lane – Democratic Services Officer
John Tippin – Licensing Manager

Also Present:

Councillors:
Maddy Chapman
Steve Gazzard
Tom Wright

Apology:

Councillor:
Jim Knight

The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 3.40pm.
*30

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 19 November 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*31

Declarations of interest
Councillor/
Officer
Councillor Steve Hall

*32

Minute
number
*32

Type of
interest
Disclosable
Pecuniary

Nature of interest
Private Hire Licence Holder.

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Suitability
Consideration was given to the report of the Licensing Officer which set out the
District Council’s policy that on initial licensing as a Hackney Carriage a vehicle
should be no more than four years old from date of first registration. Vehicles should
not normally be licensed in the case of ordinary cars beyond eight years old and
purpose built hackney carriages beyond ten years of age. Members were asked to
consider licensing a vehicle as a Hackney Carriage which was 7 years old. The
Licensing Officer explained the particular circumstances around the request to
license the vehicle.
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*32

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Suitability (Cont)
RESOLVED

*33

that the application to licence a Mercedes 320 Coupe 4 door
registration number BP06 KRF as a Hackney Carriage vehicle
that fell outside of the criteria required by East Devon District
Council, be granted as an exception due to the circumstances
surrounding the vehicle.

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the live & recorded music,
performance of dance, anything similar to live music, recorded
music and performance of dance, late night refreshment, and the
supply of alcohol on the premises at Salcombe Regis Recreation
Field, Salcombe Hill Road, Sidmouth
The Sub Committee gave consideration to an application for a time limited
Premises Licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003, to allow the live &
recorded music, performance of dance, anything similar to live music, recorded
music and performance of dance, late night refreshment, and the supply of alcohol
on the premises at Salcombe Regis Recreation Field, Salcombe Hill Road,
Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk Festival 2013.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application for the premises licence,
the activities and the proposed hours of operation with a view to deciding whether
the application promoted the licensing objectives, as required by the Licensing Act
2003. Government Guidance, the Council’s own licensing policy and the Human
Rights Act 1998 were also taken into account in making the decision.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the relevant representations that all
parties had made and the written representations and other documentation put
before the Sub Committee. They considered the particular locality of the premises
in a small rural location close to Sidmouth and its physical relationship with other
residential properties in the vicinity.
The Sub Committee considered it relevant that no representations had been
received from the police in relation to the Licensing Act objectives that had been the
subject of representations, which were, public safety, public nuisance, crime and
disorder. From this the Sub Committee concluded that the police did not consider
that there were currently any significant problems associated with the existing
operation of the premises, or that there was likely to be if the application was
granted.
The applicant Mr John Radford attended, his case was that the Folk Festival was a
long established event and contributed to the local economy. The application was
made to transfer the licensable activities from the Bulverton site to Salcombe Regis
Recreation Ground. The site offered the ability for the camping area and licensed
premise to be on the same side of the road. The site was also flat and would allow
the camping business to expand in the future. The Bulverton site was on a slope,
with poor drainage. None of the current activities on the town festival sites would
move to Salcombe Regis.
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Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the live & recorded music,
performance of dance, anything similar to live music, recorded
music and performance of dance, late night refreshment, and the
supply of alcohol on the premises at Salcombe Regis Recreation
Field, Salcombe Hill Road, Sidmouth (Cont)
The Salcombe Hill site was the best of 4 alternative venues considered; organisers
discussed the site with 14 of the closest residents and the plans were then
published to the wider community through a press release. The applicant had
worked with the Devon County Highways Agency on a Traffic Management Plan
and the Agency was satisfied that it was fit for purpose. The applicant fully
understood the concerns of local residents but had tried to work with the residents
to allay the fears put forward. This was a family festival with attendance by a large
number of children, it had been held on an annual basis for nearly 60 years.
The Bulverton operation had been licensed since 2005 with very few incidents and
there had been no objections from the Responsible Authorities over the
management of the event in that time.
The interested parties presented their case at the hearing. Mr Christopher Holland
spoke about the noise issues relating to the prevailing environmental conditions that
could occur during the Festival week. He believed the noise monitoring would be
inadequate and the noise emanating from the site difficult to control because of the
climatic conditions that might occur.
Mr Alistair Letty and Mr Richard Huntington raised concerns over the inadequacy of
the Traffic Management Plan and capability of the road system to cope with the
increased traffic movements that such an event would generate. They raised issues
of the infrastructure, control of entry and egress from the site, caravans, lorries,
emergency vehicles, public transport, festival transport all using the narrow, steep
road at the same times of the day and night. There were concerns also over
transport movements near the village of Salcombe Regis, especially the road
junctions. They expressed concern that the festival would force traffic along narrow
lanes in and around the village whilst trying to gain access to the A3052.
The interested parties had issues with campers being attracted to the area who
would not pay to use the site but access the local woods with the consequence of
trespass, litter and defecation in the woods.
Diane Janes referred to the Licensing guidance with reference to the traffic
management and the impact on the local residents. She stated that Salcombe Hill
was in her opinion not the right location for the Festival with all the linked traffic
movements. The Traffic Management Plan was inadequate with no traffic survey,; it
had not been risk assessed and no feasibility study carried out to assess the full
impact of an event which was being held over 6 days. The event would have a
disproportionate impact on all those people who lived in the vicinity of Salcombe Hill
and Salcombe Regis. The only reason for the Festival being held in this location
was that it could expand and cater for larger numbers
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Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the live & recorded music,
performance of dance, anything similar to live music, recorded
music and performance of dance, late night refreshment, and the
supply of alcohol on the premises at Salcombe Regis Recreation
Field, Salcombe Hill Road, Sidmouth (Cont)
The Sub Committee carefully considered the operating schedule put forward by the
applicants and the likely impact of the application. In relation to the evidence heard
regarding the premises, the Sub Committee considered that the establishment
would be well managed and controlled with good policies in place and adequate
supervision from festival management.
The Sub Committee had considered all relevant facts and had no alternative but to
grant the time limited premises licence as applied for. Members of the Sub
Committee had to concern themselves with facts and evidence, not with matters of
conjecture. The Sub Committee was mindful that no statutory body had come
forward with any objection. EDDC’s environmental office was completely satisfied
with all known noise related issues. The applicant was the same management team
that had organised the Sidmouth Folk Festival event at the Bulverton site with a
proven track record of dealing with all issues attributable to them.
There was no recent evidence of complaints from previous operations. With regard
to the licensing area applied for there was no evidence that the application
contravened any of the three licensing objectives considered at the meeting – public
nuisance, risk to crime and disorder and risk to public safety.
With regard to the Traffic Management Plan the Sub Committee had sought
confirmation that the Highway Officer was totally satisfied with the most recent
submission and that in his professional opinion it would be fit for purpose in all
aspects of the event.
It was recognised by the Sub Committee that the applicant must in the application
have a robust plan in place because of the very nature of the road system in and
around the site. The approved Traffic Management Plan was an essential element
of the agreed licence and should be lodged with the Licensing authority in advance
of the event.
The Sub Committee reminded all parties of the closure and review powers which
the Government brought into force once the new licences were operational from 24
November 2005. Premises which did not operate in an acceptable way in terms of
the licensing objectives may in extreme cases be closed down by police action or
have their scope of operation reduced by the licensing authority.
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Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the live & recorded music,
performance of dance, anything similar to live music, recorded
music and performance of dance, late night refreshment, and the
supply of alcohol on the premises at Salcombe Regis Recreation
field, Salcombe Hill Road, Sidmouth (Cont)
RESOLVED

1.

that the Premises Licence be granted as follows:
(a) The Sub Committee will condition the licence by insisting
on the installation of the appropriate number of noise
monitoring devices installed under the guidance of the
EDDC Environmental Health Officer who will be
responsible for setting and positioning.
(b) The telephone numbers of key festival personnel be made
available to local residents on a 24 hour basis during the
Festival.
(c) That clear traffic signage be positioned for the duration of
the Festival.
(d) That there be a rigorous litter clean up exercise during and
after the event.

*34

2.

The mandatory conditions of Sections 19 and 21 of the
Licensing Act 2003 will be imposed.

3.

that the Designated Premises Supervisor would be Matthew
John Fudge of Fern Cottage, 64 Temple Street, Sidmouth, EX10
9BJ.

Application for a variation to a premises licence to extend the
existing licensable area to include a previous store area, install
double doors and a small patio area at the front of the premises
and to amend the wording of two conditions in annexe 2 of the
existing premises licence at Goa Spice, 5 Tower Street, Exmouth
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application for a variation to a
premises licence to extend the existing licensed area to install a small patio at the
front of the premises and to amend the wording of two conditions in annexe 2 of the
existing premises licence at Goa Spice, 5 Tower Street, Exmouth. The Sub
Committee also took into account Government Guidance and the Council’s own
licensing policy, and the Human Rights Act 1998 in making their decision.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the relevant representations that all
parties had made and the written representations and other documentation put
before the Sub Committee. They considered the particular locality of the premises
on the edge of a town and its physical relationship with other residential properties
in the vicinity.
The Sub Committee considered it relevant that no representations had been
received from the police in relation to the Licensing Act objectives that had been the
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Application for a variation to a premises licence to extend the
existing licensable area to include a previous store area, install
double doors and a small patio area at the front of the premises
and to amend the wording of two conditions in annexe 2 of the
existing premises licence at Goa Spice, 5 Tower Street, Exmouth
(Cont)
subject of representations, which were, public safety, public nuisance, crime and
disorder and protection of children from harm. From this the Sub Committee
concluded that the police did not consider that there were currently any significant
problems associated with the current operation of the premises, or that there was
likely to be if the application was granted.
The applicant’s case was that this was a premise which she had recently taken over
and the application was to extend the existing licensable area to include a previous
store room area, to install double doors and a small patio area at the front of the
premises that the applicant wanted to be licensed so smokers could take drinks out
and be contained in the railed patio area. There was CCTV in place which was
currently monitored within the property but also along Criterion Place.
The interested parties’ case was on paper, firstly in relation to the prevention of
crime and disorder, outside drinking spilling onto the street which could not be
confined to the defined area requested. Regarding public safety, people were likely
to encroach onto the street; this would become a public safety issue because the
access was narrow and there would be an increase in traffic movements. Regarding
the prevention of public nuisance, there was the possibility of antisocial behaviour
from binge drinking. Regarding the prevention of children from harm, the
neighbouring church had a toddlers group and it was inappropriate for children to
see people drinking outside at all hours of the day.
At the hearing, Mr Guyard-Mulkerrin added that he was concerned about the CCTV
system and the way it was positioned to monitor not only the premise but also
further along the street so that his property was being watched. He was
uncomfortable with this and had approached the local police for advice.
He also stated that he had issues with some late night drinkers using the area as a
urinal. He was very concerned by the amount of litter in the street which he felt
came from several of the licensed premises in Tower Street and Criterion Place.
Exmouth Town Council represented by Cllr Eileen Wragg raised issues of low level
anti social behaviour in the area which had been reported to town councillors and
the police. The EDDC anti social behaviour coordinator had been contacted and
following consultation with the local police it was found only minor issues had been
reported. It was noted that the police had not made any representation to the
application.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the proposals put forward by the
applicants and the likely impact of the application. In relation to the evidence heard
regarding the history of the premises, the Sub Committee considered that the
establishment was sufficiently managed and controlled with appropriate policies in
place and adequate supervision from line management.
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Application for a variation to a premises licence to extend the
existing licensable area to include a previous store area, install
double doors and a small patio area at the front of the premises
and to amend the wording of two conditions in annexe 2 of the
existing premises licence at Goa Spice, 5 Tower Street, Exmouth
(Cont)
The Sub Committee did not accept that there was evidence of a significant public
nuisance, risk to crime and disorder, risk to public safety or risk to children arising
from the current operation of the premises. This was because of a lack of evidence
of a history of complaints to the statutory authorities. The concerns of local
residents about the future operation were taken into account by ensuring that
suitable conditions were imposed. At the present time there was no real evidence
that the operation the applicant proposed to run would cause the unacceptable
impact that interested parties suggested,
The Sub Committee reminded all parties of the closure and review powers which
the Government brought into force once the new licences were operational from 24
November 2005. Premises which did not operate in an acceptable way in terms of
the licensing objectives may in extreme cases be closed down by police action or
have their scope of operation reduced by the licensing authority.
RESOLVED

1.

that a variation to the premised licence be granted as follows:
a) The extent of the areas within which the various licensable
activities will be permitted be as indicated by the legends
on the applicants plan.
b) Permitted hours for the various licensable activities will be
as set out in the current licence
c) The further conditions in the operating schedule Annexe 3
as set out will also apply
i) No more than 4 persons to be on the balcony at
anytime.
ii) No tables or chairs to be placed on the balcony area.
iii) The balcony and street in front of the premises to be
swept regularly during opening hours and at the
terminal hour.
iv) CCTV to be positioned to the satisfaction of the
Licensing authority and the Police.

2.

The mandatory conditions of Sections 19 and 21 of the
Licensing Act 2003 will be imposed.

Chairman ………………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle, Sidmouth on
Tuesday, 28 January 2014
Present:

Councillors:
Steve Hall (Chairman)
Jim Knight
Pauline Stott

Officers:

Giles Salter - Solicitor
Neil McDonald – Licensing Officer
Chris Lane – Democratic Services Officer

Also Present:

Councillors:
Tom Wright

Apologies:
(from Non
Members of
Sub Ctte)

Councillors:
Christine Drew
Steve Gazzard

The meeting started at 9.30am and ended at 9.37am.
*35

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 10 December 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*36

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary
Consideration was given to the report of the Licensing Officer which set out a
schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an agreed position had
been reached and all parties had agreed that a hearing was unnecessary.
The Licensing Officer explained the background of the applications and the
negotiations carried out.
Type of
Name of
Application premises and
address
Application Co-op,
for a
Neighbourhood
premises
Centre,
licence to
Cranbrook,
be granted
Exeter, EX5 7DT

Agreed position reached by the parties

Following mediation the applicant and the
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary have agreed
that they consider a hearing to be
unnecessary if the following agreed position is
approved.

The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following conditions:
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Application
for the
variation of
a premises
licence

The Red Lion,
Broadclyst,
Exeter, EX5 3EL

1.

CCTV must be installed, operated and
maintained to the satisfaction of the
Licensing Authority and the Chief Officer
of Police in accordance with the
requirements set out in the EDDC
Licensing Policy.

2.

CCTV images must be retained for a
minimum of 14 days and produced on
the request of the Police or a Licensing
Officer of East Devon District Council.
Recording media must be set to a
minimum of 25 frames per second.

3.

The CCTV system must be operational
at all times whilst the premises are
trading. If the system is faulty or not
working then the Police and East Devon
Licensing Service must be informed
immediately. Details of the malfunction
must be recorded in the premises
incident book.

4.

A4 sized warning notices must be
displayed in public areas of the premises
and at all entrances advising that CCTV
is in operation. The signs located at
entrances should be located on the
exterior of the building at, and adjacent
to, all public access doors. All signs
must comply with the requirements of
the Data Protection Act 2002.

Following mediation the applicant and the
Council’s Environmental Health Team have
agreed that they consider a hearing to be
unnecessary if the following agreed position is
approved.
The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following amendment:
1. That the request for recorded music on
the application be withdrawn.

Application

Killerton,

Following mediation the applicant and the
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for the
variation of
a premises
licence

Broadclyst,
Exeter EX5 3LE

Council’s Environmental Health Team and
Police have agreed that they consider a
hearing to be unnecessary if the following
agreed position is approved.
The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following amendments:
1. Where a specific event is proposed to
be held for over 3,000 people which
intends to provide a licensable activity
as the primary attraction, an outline of
the proposed control measures in
relation to alcohol sales (if any) and
traffic management shall be provided at
least one calendar month in advance of
the event date to the Police and the
Licensing Authority, unless an identical
plan has previously been submitted.
2. There shall be no more than 12 such
events in any 12-month period where
the performance of music shall be the
primary licensable activity and any
amplified music played in the open air
at these events shall finish no later
than 11pm. The sound level of any
licensable music at any frequency,
measured as a L(A)eq(15 min) shall not
exceed the background noise level,
measured as L(A)90 (15 min) by any more
than 15dB(A) at a distance of 1mile
from the boundary of any residential
premises in separate ownership or
occupation from the National Trust or
the licence holder.”
3. Amend the seasonal variations applied
for in the application from ‘in the two
weeks leading up to Christmas and
until 2 January’ to read ‘from 6th
December to 1 January.

Recommend approval of applications subject to the amended
operating schedule and the relevant mandatory conditions of the
Licensing Act 2003

Chairman ………………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle, Sidmouth on
Tuesday, 11 February 2014
Present:

Councillors:
Steve Hall (Chairman)
Jim Knight
Frances Newth

Officers:

Giles Salter – Solicitor
Neil McDonald – Licensing Officer
Chris Lane – Democratic Services Officer

Also Present:

Councillors:
Tom Wright
Eileen Wragg

Apologies:
Councillors:
(from
non David Atkins
members of the Steve Gazzard
Sub Committee)
The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 10.20am.
*37

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 28 January 2014, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*38

Application for a variation of a premises licence to be granted
under the Licensing Act 2003 to extend the provision of late night
refreshment indoors and opening hours at the Strand Fish Bar, 40
The Strand, Exmouth
The Sub Committee gave consideration to an application for a variation of a
Premises Licence to extend the provision of late night refreshment on the premises
at Strand Fish Bar, 40 The Strand, Exmouth.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application with the amendments the
applicant proposed for the variation of licensable activities and the extension of
proposed hours of operation with a view to deciding whether the application
promoted the licensing objectives, as required by the Licensing Act 2003.
Government Guidance, the Council’s own licensing policy and the Human Rights
Act 1998 were also taken into account in making the decision.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the relevant representations that all
parties had made and the written representations and other documentation put
before the Sub Committee. They considered the particular locality of the premises
in a town centre and its physical relationship with other residential and commercial
properties in the vicinity.
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Application for a variation of a premises licence to be granted
under the Licensing Act 2003 to extend the provision of late night
refreshment on the premises at Strand Fish Bar, 40 the Strand,
Exmouth (Cont)

The Sub Committee considered it relevant that no representations had been
received from the police in relation to the Licensing Act objectives that had been the
subject of representations, which were, public nuisance. From this the Sub
Committee concluded that the police did not consider that there were currently any
significant problems associated with the current operation of the premises, or that
there was likely to be if the amended application was granted.
The applicant had reduced the hours originally asked for to closure of the premises
at 3.30am on Friday and Saturday. The applicant’s case was that he had discussed
the application with the police. It had been agreed that if he reduced the timings by
30 minutes on Fridays and Saturdays they would not object to the application.
Mr Ozbek had been in business in the town for 19 years. He agreed that when his
business had first opened there had been a lot more disturbance including fighting
and noise nuisance in the centre of The Strand but that over time this had greatly
reduced so that he could recall only two minor incidents in recent times. He stated
that disturbance, crime and disorder related to the public preloading with drink at
home, purchased from supermarkets or from the clubs. Staffing levels were
adequate to cope with the current trade and he did not intend increasing it for the
extra half hour on Fridays and Saturdays.
The interested parties’ case was presented by Councillor Eileen Wragg on behalf of
Exmouth Town Council. It was on paper, that the Town Council considered that
there should be standard closing for all ‘late night’ food outlets in the town centre.
Councillors expressed concern over the noise associated with food outlets.
‘Partygoers’ would head towards late opening establishments; this was unfair to
other licensees and residents. EDDC should ensure that all establishments closed
at the same time so that there was quicker dispersal of queues and less potential
for flash points.
At the hearing, the Town Council had consistently requested that all ‘takeaways’
should close at 3.00am in and around The Strand. A recent violent attack was
referred to, which had occurred at 3.40am. An extra 30 minutes opening would
attract more disorderly conduct because more premises were open and would have
no impact on the late night economy. The Town Council was not pointing the finger
at Mr Obzek’s premises in particular.
There had been some discussion with the local Police Inspector about closing all
food premises at 3.00am. Councillor Wragg also made reference to the number of
takeaway/eateries in The Strand, there were 26 in the area bounded by The Strand.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the operating schedule put forward by the
applicants and the likely impact of the application. In relation to the evidence the
Sub Committee had heard regarding the history of the premises, they considered
that the establishment was well managed with good policies in place and adequate
supervision from line management.
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Application for a variation of a premises licence to be granted
under the Licensing Act 2003 to extend the provision of late night
refreshment on the premises at the Strand Fish Bar, 40 The Strand,
Exmouth (Cont)
The Sub Committee did not accept that there was evidence of a significant public
nuisance, risk to crime and disorder, risk to public safety arising from the current
operation of the premises. This was because of a lack of evidence of a history of
complaints to the statutory authorities. At the present time there was no real
evidence that the operation the applicant proposed to run would cause an
unacceptable impact on the vicinity of the premises.
The Sub Committee reminded all parties of the closure and review powers which
the Government brought into force once the new licences were operational from 24
November 2005. Premises which did not operate in an acceptable way in terms of
the licensing objectives may in extreme cases be closed down by police action or
have their scope of operation reduced by the licensing authority.
RESOLVED

1.

that the variation of the Premises Licence be granted as
follows:
(a) Permitted hours for Late Night Refreshment will be:
Sunday to Thursday 11.00pm to 3.00am
Friday to Saturday 11.00pm to 3.30am
All other timings will be as set out in the current licence.
Opening hours will be:
Sunday to Thursday 11.00am to 3.30am
Friday to Saturday 11.00am to 3.30am

*39

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all Parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary
Consideration was given to the report of the Licensing Officer which set out a
schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an agreed position had
been reached and all parties had agreed that a hearing was unnecessary.
The Licensing Officer explained the background of the applications and the
negotiations carried out.
RESOLVEDthat th that the application be granted as below, subject to the agreed
position set out in the schedule and any relevant statutory
conditions and the applicants having complied with relevant
statutory requirements.
Type of
Application
Application
for the grant
of a
premises
licence

Name of
premises
and address
Co-op, 190B
Exeter Road,
Exmouth,
Devon,
EX8 3EA

Agreed position reached by the parties
Following mediation the applicant and the Devon
& Cornwall Constabulary have agreed that they
consider a hearing to be unnecessary if the
following agreed position is approved.
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The application be approved as submitted subject
to the following conditions:
1.

CCTV must be installed, operated and
maintained to the satisfaction of the
Licensing Authority and the Chief Officer of
Police in accordance with the requirements
set out in the EDDC Licensing Policy.

2.

CCTV images must be retained for a
minimum of 14 days and to be produced on
the request of the Police or a Licensing
Officer of East Devon District Council.
Recording media must be set to a minimum
of 25 frames per second.

3.

The CCTV system must be operational at all
times whilst the premises are trading. If the
system is faulty or not working then the
Police and East Devon Licensing Service
must be informed immediately. Details of
the malfunction must be recorded in the
premises incident book.

4.

A4 sized warning notices must be displayed
in public areas of the premises and at all
entrances advising that CCTV is in
operation. The signs located at entrances
should be located on the exterior of the
building at, and adjacent to, all public
access doors. All signs must comply with
the requirements of the Data Protection Act
2002.

Recommend approval of application subject to the amended
operating schedule and the relevant mandatory conditions of the
Licensing Act 2003

Chairman ………………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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